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Abstract 
 
3D pose estimation or 3D motion estimation is one of the most important 
problems in the computer vision field. For this problem, a lot of methods for fixing 
the shape restoration problem from consecutive images have been proposed up until 
now, including non-linear methods and linear methods.  
When the object is a plane, the camera displacement parameters can be extracted 
(assuming that the intrinsic camera parameters are known) from the homography 
matrix that can be measured from two views. This process is called homography 
decomposition. The standard algorithms for homography decomposition give 
numerical solutions using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix, 
proposed by Faugeras and Zhang.  
There are generally at least two possible solutions only under the visual reality 
constraint by using only two pieces of images. The ambiguity of the two solutions 
cannot be resolved if there is no further a priori information available. This is the 
solution ambiguity problem in estimating the 3D motion parameters by homography 
decomposition. From then on, the inevitability of the ambiguity problem to estimate 
solutions has been widely accepted for nearly 30 years. It is considered to be one of 
the basic properties and mathematical defects in homography decomposition, even 
today.  
My research focuses on this solution ambiguity problem of homography 
decomposition. The different results have been found in my research: solution 
ambiguity is not inevitable, and the unique solution can be obtained conditionally. 
Two kinds of dependences of the solution ambiguity problem in estimating the 3D 
motion parameters by homography decomposition have been clarified for the first 
time: 
(1)  My research pointed out the dependence of solution ambiguity on 3D motion 
parameters for the fixed object size, and defined a criterion about the 3D motion 
parameters to obtain the unique estimated solution: “If all distances between the 
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feature points and the camera do not become closer after 3D motion, the 
solution ambiguity problem can be avoided”. This conclusion has been 
geometrically and theoretically derived and it is the first time this dependence 
has been mentioned. However, because the constraint for the theoretical proof is 
more general than that in the previous work, this theory should be more reliable. 
(2)  My research pointed out the dependence of solution ambiguity on object size for 
the fixed 3D motion parameters and explained it with geometry. Meanwhile, a 
criterion about the object size to obtain the unique estimated solution has been 
defined: “If the feature region is large enough, or the range of 3D movements is 
relatively small compared to the size of the feature region, the solution 
ambiguity problem can be avoided by using homography decomposition”. This 
dependence and its geometrical proof have been presented for the first time until 
now.  
Besides the two kinds of dependences of the solution ambiguity problem in 
estimating the 3D motion parameters by homography decomposition, my research 
also proposes a kind of constraint condition of joined two planes, in order to 
guarantee the unique real estimated solution. The effectiveness of the constraint 
condition has been tested by the simulation experiments. The occurrence ratio of the 
ambiguous solutions is smaller than 0.3‰. 
My research clarified the mechanism for solution ambiguity obtained by 
homography decomposition in the estimation of 3D motion parameters. Both 
dependencies on 3D motion parameters and object size have been theoretically and 
experimentally verified. All of the theories and the constraint condition have been 
verified by simulation experiments used the huge database. 
In my research, I do not have any intention of proposing a new approach to 
solving the solution ambiguity problem of homography decomposition more 
effectively in my research. The only purpose of my research is to give an accurate 
interpretation and a complete description of facts that have been misunderstood for a 
long time. Therefore, the simulation results should have been sufficiently accurate, so 
that a demonstration with real images was not necessary in my research.
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Chapter 1   Introduction 
 
Estimation of object 3D motion parameters or 3D reconstruction of camera 
positions and scene structure based on features from multiple viewpoints images has 
been studied for over several decades. Several methods for vision-based robot control 
need an estimation of the camera displacement (i.e. rotation and translation) between 
two views of an object [1, 2, 3]. Techniques for 3D motion estimation can be applied 
to many fields, such as 3D reconstruction, image processing, robot controlling, and so 
on. It is also an important part of aerial image interpretation, object recognition, etc.  
3D reconstruction is an important problem and still remains very difficult. Over 
the years, this problem has been related to structure from motion, stereo vision, pose 
determination, etc. And it has been addressed by many researchers [4, 5]. Recently, 
projective geometry has been used to perform 3D reconstruction (based on 
uncalibrated cameras) up to an unknown projective model [7, 8, 9, 10].   
For this problem, a lot of methods (including the factorization method proposed 
by Tomasi and Kanade [11]) for fixing the shape restoration problem from 
consecutive images have been proposed up until now. The factorization method is 
based on an orthogonal projection. It can restore relative 3D shape and 3D motion at 
the same time from consecutive images. Aside from this, some improvements like the 
perspective projection model have been done. In these methods, corresponding 
features observed from a lot of consecutive frames are necessary for calculation. 
However, some lack of feature points can not be avoided due to occlusion. 
Meanwhile, the nonlinear method is another option for this problem. For at least 
three or four non-collinear corresponding points for the two different 3D poses, exact 
estimation solutions can be computed: A fourth- or fifth-degree polynomial system 
can be formulated using geometrical invariants of the observed points and the 
problem can be solved by finding solutions of the polynomial system [12, 13]. Many 
methods are proposed because the solutions are hardly to get deterministically. One of 
the most typical methods is Gauss-Newton iterative method [14]. The Gauss-Newton 
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iterative method is used to solve the nonlinear least-squares formulations. And 
Levenberg-Marquardt Method is also a useful one which is a sort of advanced 
Gauss-Newton method. This is one of the most reliable optimization methods 
currently in use. But as a kind of iterative method, both of these two kinds of methods 
rely on a good initial guess to guarantee to converge to the correct solution. And the 
3D shape of the object is necessary. 
Then, Lu and Hager etc. proposed Orthogonal Iteration (OI) Method [15], which 
is different from the traditional methods which formulate pose estimation based on the 
estimation error minimization in the image space; this method is based on the 
estimation error minimization in the object space. The computation speed of OI 
method is relatively faster than the traditional methods. Although it can guarantee the 
global convergence for this method, it is hardly to prove that OI method will converge 
to the correct solutions. And in OI method, the 3D shape of the object is necessary. 
However, for all of the iterative methods, there always contains a problem which 
the estimation process will be trapped into the local minima unless a good initial 
guess is available. And most of this kind of methods are based on the situation which 
the 3D shaped of the object is known. Therefore, Liu, Hase and Tokai have proposed a 
kind of non-linear method to obtain the 3D motion parameters by LSM (Least 
Squares Method) based on a more convenient perspective projection model [16, 17]. 
Because the derived equations are hardly solved deterministically, the steepest descent 
method (SDM) is used to find the solution. However, this iterative procedure 
sometimes happens to fall into a local minimum in the case of a few feature points 
depending on the initial values. Then this problem is resolved by using the annealing 
algorithm. Although both the signs and the value of the solutions can be determined 
automatically in this method, the computation cost is very huge and it needs too much 
time for a complete estimation. 
Specifically, when the object is a plane, it is common to address the problem of 
3D motion parameters estimation by reconstructing a 3D scene based on externally 
uncalibrated cameras, while assuming internal calibration is known. The problem is: 
given a correspondence of two sets of coplanar points from two unknown positions 
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before and after an arbitrary 3D motion, 3D points in Euclidean space can be 
reconstructed. Therefore, in common situations, 3D motion parameters estimation 
means solving method for the relative geometry before and after the 3D movement 
between from two pieces of images taken by an uncalibrated camera, and the 3D 
plane that gives rise to the coplanar correspondences in the two images. 
Faugeras [6] and Hartley et al [4, 7] are two of the earliest efforts to address the 
problem of 3D reconstruction based on two uncalibrated images. Faugeras showed 
that given five non-coplanar correspondences and epipoles, or given the fundamental 
matrix, 3D structures can be reconstructed up to a collineation of projective 
transforms. This result was then extended to the affine case, where he showed that 
given four non-coplanar points and epipoles, 3D structures can be recovered under an 
affine transform with three unknown parameters.  
Hartley et al independently reached the same conclusion by using matrix theory 
to linearly decompose the essential matrix. Previous research results [18, 19] showed 
that if the internal calibration of cameras in known, then it is possible to determine the 
relative motion (or geometry) between the two cameras and the relative locations of 
the 3D points corresponding to the matched points in the two views from the essential 
matrix, which needs at least eight correspondences. Hartley then showed that this is 
also true even when the focal lengths of the two cameras are unknown, and Hartley et 
al went on to show that if the internal calibration of cameras is completely unknown, 
it is not possible to recover the relative geometry and locations of 3D points 
unambiguously in a Euclidean space. In this case, the recovered 3D locations of the 
points and the camera geometry are subject to a 4 × 4 projective transform matrix, and 
absolute Euclidean coordinates of the 3D points can be computed only when a set of 
ground control points are known. Later Mohr et al [8] solve the same problem by 
making full use of the redundancy in multiple images to directly solve for a global 
least mean square solution.  
Shashua [9] explored a new projective invariant, which he referred to as 
projective depth. Using this invariant, he showed that given four non-coplanar 
correspondences and epipoles of two views, 3D reconstruction can be achieved under 
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either a projective transformation, or an affine transformation, depending on how the 
views were produced. As compared with previous work, the main contribution of this 
work (other than the exploration of the projective depth invariant) is that orthographic 
and perspective projections are treated in the same manner, and the computation does 
not need to recover the camera transformation first (i.e. structure without motion).  
Ponce et al [20] discussed several different cases under a projective transform 
and proposed algorithms to reconstruct 3D structures. Some of them assume weak 
calibration, i.e. known epipoles, while others do not. More recently, Shashua and 
Navab [21] presented a novel theory called “relative affine structure”. Based on this 
theory, they developed a unified method for recovering 3D structures. Again, at a 
minimum, two views, four non-coplanar points, and the epipoles are required. The 3D 
structure is obtained under an affine transform with three unknown parameters. 
Hartley [22] also extended his previous reconstruction method based on points to a 
new algorithm using lines. Still, this reconstruction is under projective space, and it 
assumes at least three views. Sawhney [10] attacked the same problem slightly 
differently. Instead of aiming at point-based 3D structure reconstruction, he used 
planar motion parallax and image warping techniques to present a unified framework 
for intrinsic 3D shape reconstruction for three projection models: weak, para, and full 
perspective. A similar treatment using a different approach was also independently 
done by Kumar and Anandan [23] using motion parallax. Recently, Hartley [24, 25] 
proposed to use a trifocal tensor to reconstruct 3D scene up to projectivity from three 
uncalibrated views. This is a linear algorithm, and is a unified approach in the sense 
that it can apply either to lines or to points (or to the combination of lines and points). 
In particular, he showed that this trifocal tensor is essentially identical to the set of 
coefficients introduced by Shashua [26] to effecting point transfer in the three view 
case. Another major contribution of this work is that Hartley showed that the 
minimum requirement for 3D projective reconstruction from 3 views with the same 
camera is either 7 point correspondences, or 13 line correspondences. In the point 
case, the minimum number 7 is consistent with the results of Maybank et al [27] and 
Faugeras [28], except that in their work, a Euclidean reconstruction was possible 
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because they explicitly recovered the internal camera parameters. However, they 
needed at least three motions, and assumed that the same camera was used to acquire 
all views. In the line cases, the minimum number 13 is consistent with Weng et al [29], 
except that their work assumed that the cameras were calibrated. 
In summary, it has been proven that in the case of two uncalibrated views, it is 
impossible to recover the 3D scene in a Euclidean space. The best one which can done 
is to recover the 3D scene up to an arbitrary projectivity, and to do so require at least 
seven correspondences. If three views are available, and assuming the same camera is 
used for all three views, then it is possible to get scaled Euclidean 3D reconstruction 
[30, 31]. 
When the object is a plane, the camera displacement can be extracted from the 
homography matrix that can be measured from two views. This process is called 
homography decomposition. The standard algorithms for homography decomposition 
give numerical solutions using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix, 
proposed by Faugeras [32] and Zhang [33]. 
In Faugeras’ paper [32], he showed the fact that the environment is piecewise 
linear providers a powerful constraint on the kind of matches that exist between two 
images of the scene when the camera (or the object) motion in unknown. For points 
and lines located in the same plane, the correspondence between the two positions (or 
the two cameras) is a collineation. He showed that the unknowns (the camera motion, 
or the object motion, and the plane equation) can be recovered, in general, from an 
estimate of the matrix of this collineation, homography matrix. The twofold 
ambiguity that remains can be removed by looking at a second plane, by taking a third 
view of the same plane, or by using a priori knowledge about the geometry of the 
plane considered. He then showed how to combine the estimation of the matrix of 
collineation and the acquirement of point and line matches between the two images, 
by a strategy of Hypothesis Prediction and Testing guided by Kalman Filter. He 
finally showed how his approach can be used to calibrate a system of cameras.  
His work extended what Tsai and Huang [34] proposed in their researches. Like 
all the previous authors, he assumed that, in the motion case, only one motion is 
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present; in his case, even though it is not essential in the mathematical proofs, he 
assumed for simplicity that the camera is moving in an otherwise static environment. 
He made full use of the fundamental property that if two cameras are forming the 
image of a plane, then the correspondence between the two retinas has a very simple 
analytical form: it is a collineation, i.e. it is linear in projective coordinates. This 
implies in particular that, because of the fundamental duality property of projective 
geometry, points and lines play exactly the same role as tokens. He characterize (like 
Tsai and Huang [34]) the relationship between this collinear and the geometry of the 
problem. He then proved (in a somewhat simpler way than Tsai and Huang) that, 
given the matrix of the collineation, the position and orientations of the second 
camera (or the object position after 3D motion) and the plane with respect to the first 
one (or the object position before 3D motion) can be recovered. He analyzed in detail 
the number of solutions and provided a geometric interpretation of the degenerate 
cases.  
Zhang’s Method [33] is more advanced than Faugeras and Lustman’s [32]. In his 
paper, he presented a method that recovers the 3D structures in a Euclidean space. 
This is an extension of the work by Zhang and Hanson [35]. Like the previous work, 
at a minimum his method also needs two views and four correspondences. Unlike the 
previous work, which assumes four non-coplanar correspondences, Zhang assumes 
four coplanar correspondences that are not collinear. Moreover, the 3D scene 
structures are recovered in Euclidean space up to two solutions with a uniform scaling 
factor, as opposed to a family of solutions in a projective space; this scaling parameter 
has an explicit physical meaning which is the distance of the first camera center from 
the 3D plane formed by the four points given in the correspondences. If this distance 
is known a priori, then a complete 3D Euclidean reconstruction can be obtained up to 
two solutions. Without any a priori knowledge, it is shown that these two solutions are 
indistinguishable. The other difference from the previous work in 3D reconstruction is 
that there Zhang’s method assumed that the internal calibration is known, as opposed 
to assuming weak calibration, or completely unknown calibration. The basic idea is 
that he first found the homography mapping between the two cameras (or two object 
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positions before and after 3D motion) using the four given correspondences. The 
homography matrix is decomposed to obtain the relative pose between the two 
cameras (or the motion parameters of the object). Finally, 3D structures are 
reconstructed based on the recovered relative pose. He showed that this assumption 
was necessary for 3D reconstruction in Euclidean space in his paper. 
Note that the method proposed by Zhang is different from early work on 3D 
reconstruction based on the essential matrix [18, 19]. The differences are reflected in 
two ways. First, the homography matrix is not the same as the essential matrix. 
Second, using the essential matrix gives only one constraint for each correspondence. 
Thus the minimum number of correspondences required by using the essential matrix 
is 8 if linear constraints are used; or 7 if nonlinear constraints are used. However, with 
the homography matrix, each correspondence produces two equations, which reduces 
the minimum number of required correspondences to 4. 
Faugeras and Lustman [32] and Maybank [27] showed that a homographic 
transformation between two cameras (or two object positions before and after 3D 
motion) can be decomposed, and in general, there are two real solutions. Weng et al 
[36] also came to the same conclusion. However, they only applied the decomposition 
of the homography matrix to planar 3D reconstruction. In Zhang’s paper, he proposed 
a different way to decompose this matrix and perform a case by case analysis of 
different geometric situations. Finally, different analytical closed-form solutions were 
developed based on all the possible cases. This enabled them to reconstruct any 3D 
scene, and owing to this closed-form solution, the computation is very inexpensive 
and fast. It was also shown that the proposed algorithm is optimal. 
In brief, whatever Faugeras and Lustman’s Method [32], or Zhang’s method [33], 
the standard algorithm for homography decomposition obtains numerical solutions 
using the singular value decomposition of the matrix. It is shown that in the general 
case there are two possible solutions by the homography decomposition. This 
numerical decomposition has been sufficient for many computer and robot vision 
applications. However, when dealing with robot control applications, an analytical 
procedure to solve the decomposition problem would be preferable (i.e. analytical 
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expressions for the computation of the camera displacement directly in terms of the 
components of the homography matrix). Indeed, the analytical decomposition allows 
us the analytical study of the variations of the estimated camera pose in the presence 
of camera calibration errors (or the 3D motion parameters before and after object 
movement).  
Therefore, Malis and Vargas [37] proposed a totally new method, by which the 
insights on the robustness of vision-based control laws can be obtained. Tie new 
method provided analytical expressions for the solutions of the problem, instead of 
the traditional numerical procedures. The main advantage of this method is that it 
provided a deeper understanding on the homography decomposition problem. For 
instance, it allowed to obtaining the relations among the possible solutions of the 
problem. Thus, new vision-based robot control laws can be designed. For example, 
the control schemes proposed in Mail and Vargas’ paper combine the two final 
solutions of the problem (only one of them being the true one) assuming that there is 
no a priori knowledge for discerning among them.  
However, the main disadvantage of Malis and Vargas’ method is that the 
theoretical situation is too complex to be used in the common 3D motion parameters 
estimation. There are nearly 10 constraints for this method need to be satisfied, so it is 
hardly to fix every situation of the real 3D reconstruction in each application. 
Therefore, Faugeras and Lustman’s Method [32], or Zhang’s method [33] still will be 
the best options for the 3D motion parameters estimation or the 3D reconstruction. 
On the other hand, the solution ambiguity problem becomes the main 
disadvantage of the traditional homography decomposition methods. There are 
generally at least two possible solutions only under the visual reality constraint by 
using only two pieces of images. Zhang concluded that “…this ambiguity of the two 
solutions cannot be resolved if there is no further a priori information available…” 
[38] on this solution ambiguity problem of homography decomposition. From then on, 
the inevitability of the ambiguity problem to estimate solutions has been widely 
accepted for nearly 30 years. It is considered to be one of the basic properties and 
mathematical defects in homography decomposition, even today. 
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However, the different results have been found in my research; Solution 
ambiguity is not inevitable. The appearance of the solution ambiguity problem 
depends on two factors: if the object size is fixed, it depends on changing the 3D 
motion parameters; if the 3D motion parameters are fixed, it depends on changing the 
size of the object.  
Therefore, one purpose of my research is to give an accurate interpretation of 
facts which has been misunderstood for a long time. Meanwhile, I also intent to 
propose a new improved method using two planes’ constraint to resolve the solution 
ambiguity problem in estimating 3D motion parameters from only two pieces of 
images by homography decomposition. The true solution can be gained by this 
constraint in any conditions of object size and motion parameters.
This research assumes that only two pieces of images are available without any 
priori constraints. Only the situation in which a unique solution or ambiguous 
solutions occur under theoretical considerations will be discussed in my research. The 
theory and the constraint have been verified through simulation experiments which 
are based on a huge database. 
In the following chapters, the basic knowledge of homography mapping and two 
kinds of homography decomposition methods will be introduced in Chapter 2; in 
Chapter 3, the theory will be explained in detail; in Chapter 4, an extra constraint will 
be proposed; All of experiment results of simulation will be introduce in Chapter 5; 
Finally, the main conclusion of my research will be described in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 2   Homography Mapping and 
Homography Decomposition for 3D Motion 
Parameters Estimation 
 
In this chapter, I will briefly review the basic theories about homography 
mapping and homography decomposition in estimating the 3D motion parameters. 
Two kinds of homography expressions under the two kinds of projection model will 
be introduced (two cameras model and moving object model). Especially, in the 
moving object projection model, which is focused on in my research, an original 
method to estimate the rotation center on the object will also be introduced as the 
basic theory. 
 
2.1 Homography Mapping 
I will totally introduce two kinds of homography matrix expression under two 
kinds of perspective projection model: one is two cameras model as illustrated in Fig. 
1; the other one is the moving object model as illustrated in Fig. 2. The first one is 
common in 3D reconstruction, and the second one is always be used in the object 3D 
motion estimation.  
First, I will introduce the two cameras perspective projection model [33]. Fig. 1 
illustrates geometrical relationship of this situation. Let us assume that the camera at 
the second position, O2, is first rotated by a rotation matrix R on the position O1, and 
then translated by a translation vector t to the position O2. Let us assume that both 
cameras take images of the 3D plane π, which has a normal vector n. Furthermore, 
assume that all coordinates are represented in the first camera’s coordinate system.  
10 
  
 
 
Fig. 1 Geometry of a homography mapping under the two-camera’s perspective 
projection model 
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Homogeneous coordinates are used to represent the 2D point p in the image 
plane for any 3D point P = (X, Y, Z)t. Its corresponding image point in the first 
camera coordinate system is:  
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where ω is the standard scale factor. The above equations are under the constraints; 
Z
Yy
Z
Xx == ,                                (2-2) 
There is a similar relationship between the 3D point P and its projection point p’ 
in the second camera coordinate system. Now, let d be the perpendicular distance 
from the projection center of the first camera to the plane π. It can be shown that if P 
is on the plane π, i.e. P satisfies: 
d=⋅nP                                 (2-3) 
Furthermore, from Eq. (2-3), Eq. (2-4) can be obtained easily: 
d
nP ⋅=1                                 (2-4) 
Meanwhile, the 3D coordinates P and P’ of one point in the two camera coordinate 
systems can be related by the 3D movement expression: 
tRPP +='                               (2-5) 
Substitute Eq. (2-4) into Eq. (2-5), the following expression can be obtained: 
d
d
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Considering the two corresponding projection points p and p’ of the 3D point 
coordinates by Eq. (2-1) and (2-2), there is a homographic mapping relationship 
between p and p’: 
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    Hpp ='α                             
(2-7) 
where α is a scaling factor accounting for the fact that the representation of p and p’ 
are expressed in homogeneous coordin ix, 
which is a 3×3 matrix and can be shown to be: 
ates. H is the homography mapping matr
d
t
RH +=                              (2-8) 
Second, I will introduce the homography mapping matrix expression under the 
moving object perspective projection model. Actually, there are two kinds of 
situations of the moving object perspective projection model: one is the object is 
rotated around the camera which is the rotation center; the other one is the object is 
rotated around the geometry center on itself which is the rotation center. The former is 
extremely the same as the two cameras perspective projection model, which have 
already been
tn
 introduced above. The latter is the major situation in estimating the 3D 
m the center of the camera O to the plane Π1 is d. Let P be an 
arbit
e Π2 in the same 
coordinate system.  
Let p and q be the two corresponding fea
sformation as Eq. (2-9): 
motion parameters of a moving object. Therefore, it becomes the focus of my 
research.  
Fig. 2 illustrates geometry relationship of the moving object perspective 
projection model. There is only one static camera O as the view point. Two 3D feature 
planes, Π1 and Π2, are the same planar object from two arbitrary positions, which are 
related by a translation vector t and a rotation matrix R (around the rotation center 
Pc). The distance fro
rary 3D feature point on the plane Π1, represented in the coordinate system of 
camera O, and Q be the corresponding feature point on plan
ture vectors on the Image Plane 
respectively. P and Q are related by a tran
tPPPRQ cc ++−= )(                         
(2-9) 
The equation for the plane Π1 is known: 
==⋅ PnnP  .                      (2-10) t d
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Here n is the normal vector of Π1. , 
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Fig. 2 Geometry of a homography mapping under the moving object perspective 
projection model 
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Substituting Eq. (2-10) for Eq. (2-9), there is 
( ) PntPRIRQ c ⎤⎡ +−+= t  .                   (2-11) ⎥⎦⎢⎣ d
According to the rule of perspective projection: ff QqPp == , , Eq. (2-11) 
QP zz
can be changed into:  
( ) pntPRIRq c ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +−+= t
d
α  .                  (2-12) 
Here, Pz is the z coordinate of P, Qz is the z coordinate of Q, and 
z
z
Q
p=α  is a 
scalar factor which is the ratio of two dept
two 
hs of the corresponding feature points on 
object feature planes.  
The matrix ( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎡
−+ RIR⎣
+ t
d
ntPc  becomes the homography matrix in this 
projection model. In this paper it is denoted as H as following,  
( )
⎥⎦⎢⎣ d
⎤⎡ +−+= tntPRIRH c  .                     (2-13) 
As a result, Eq. (2-12) can be changed into 
Hpq =α  .                         (2-14) 
This matrix encodes the mapping rela
represented by Π1, Π2 and the Image Plane, under the moving object perspective 
e, given four coplanar corresponding points between two 
positions, the normalized form of the homography matrix can be determined by 
solving the linear system. 
In the following of this paper, the discussion will be mainly based on the second 
perspective projection model of moving object, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Third, I will introduce how to form the normalized homography matrix by four 
tionship among the three planes 
projection model. Therefore, given each correspondence p and q between two images 
of the object at different positions, each pair of corresponding feature points results in 
two equations. Therefor
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pairs of coplanar corresponding points. Let pi and qi be a pair of corresponding points 
on two images which are taken before and after the 3D motion, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Based on Eq. (2-14), there is: 
iiiα Hpq =  .                         (2-14) 
The scalar factor αi can be eliminated by describing the matrix H in the 
following normalized form: 
⎞
⎜⎜
⎛
=
321
hhh
hhh
H .                       (2-15) 
0
⎟⎠⎜⎝ 187
6540
hh
H  differs from H by a uniform scalar factor; that is 
0
⎟⎟
HH ⋅= δ .                            (2-16) 
⎜⎟⎜⎟⎜⎟⎜ ,,
and eliminating the scalar factor αi, Eq. (2-14) becomes two equations:  
Thus, by replacing H with H0, Eq. (2-14) is still valid. By defining the 
homogeneous coordinate as 
⎟
⎟
⎠
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⎜
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=
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⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=
11
y
x
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Z
Y
X
Z
Y
X
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q
p
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Q
Q
Q
P
P
P
ωω qpQP        (2-17) ⎟
187
321
++
++=
hphp
hhphp
yixi
yixi
xiq                         (2-18) 
187
654
++
++= hhphpq
yixi
yixi
yi                        (2-19) 
Considering that n pairs of coplanar corresponding points on the two images which 
are taken before
hphp
 and after 3D motion are available to be used, the following linear 
system can be obtained: 
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     (2-20) 
Therefore, if at least four coplanar but non-collinear corresponding points are 
available to be used, the linear system will have a unique solution. If more than four 
coplanar corresponding points are given, a least mean squares technique can be used 
to so atrix H0. Nowadays, 
nguages, such as C, C++, Java, and so on, can 
be used directly to obtain the normalize
“cvGetPerspectiveTransform” is one of convenient tools to obtain H0. 
 
2.2 Faugeras’ Homography Decom
In Faugeras’ paper [32], he proposed a theory: “Eq. (2-8) has, in general, 8 
different solutions. It has only 4 if and only if H has a s
The problem is partially undetermined if and only if H has a singular value of 
mult
ays be decomposed as: 
,      
Σ i
 the square roots of the eigenvalues of HHt. 
λ  are positive and can be sorted in decreasing order: 
⎞⎜⎛ h1
⎜⎜ .....................
⎟⎠⎜⎝h8
lve Eq. (2-20) to obtain the normalized homography m many 
of libraries for various programming la
d homography matrix H0 from four pairs of 
coplanar corresponding points coordinate. For example, in OpenCV, the function 
position Method for 3D 
Motion Parameters Estimation 
ingular value of multiplicity 2. 
iplicity 3.” 
Using the singular value decomposition (SVD), H can alw
tVUH Σ=                      (2-21) 
s a diagonal matrix, and U and V are orthogonal matrices (satisfying 
IVVUU == tt ). The elements of Σ are
These eigenvalues 321 λλλ ≥≥ . 
ew equation can be obtained: 
i
Using this decomposition, a n
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Σ
ΣΣ+=
d
tnt
ΣRΣ                           (2-22) 
R, t and n are related to R , tΣ and nΣ by: 
⎪
⎧
⋅=
=
=
Σ
Σ
Vnn
VURR
dsd
s
                                    (
Notice that RΣ is a rotation matrix (i.e.  and det RΣ = 1). 
Using the canonical basis (e1, e2, e3)
Σ
⎪⎩
⎨
⋅=
Σ
VU detdets
2-23) 
⎪⎪ = ΣUtt
t
⎪⎪
IRR =ΣΣ t
 and writing 332211 eeen xxx ++=Σ , Eq. 
(2-22) gives us three vector equations: 
iiii xd ΣΣΣ += teReλ  (i = 1, 2, 3)                     (2-24) 
Notice that, since n has a unit norm and V is orthogonal, nΣ has also a unit norm 
3
1
2 =∑ 1
=
x . Eliminating t  finally yields: 
i
i Σ
( ) jijijijiij xxxxd eeeeR λλ −=−ΣΣ  (i ≠ j)                 (2-25) 
As RΣ preserve the vector norm, the following set of equations can be obtained: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )⎪⎩ =−+− ΣΣ 02123223212 xdxd λλ
This can be considered as a linear system in th
⎪⎨
⎧
=−+−
=−+−
ΣΣ
ΣΣ
0
0
2
3
2
2
22
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
22
1
2
2
2
xdxd
xdxd
λλ
λλ
                   (2-26) 
e unknowns  and . As 
it mu
2
2
2
1 , xx
2
3x
st have a non-zero solution, its determinant must be zero: 
( )( )( ) 023222
λ1 = λ2 = λ3 and dΣ = ±λ2. 
22
1
2 =−−− ΣΣΣ λλλ ddd                       (2-27) 
Therefore, the different cases can be obtained, according to the order of 
multiplicity of the singular values of H: 
1. λ1 ≠ λ2 ≠ λ3 and dΣ = ±λ2. 
2. λ1 = λ2 ≠ λ3 or λ1 ≠ λ2 = λ3, and dΣ = ±λ2. 
3. 
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The solutions dΣ = ±λ1 or dΣ = ±λ3 are indeed impossible; let us prove it in case 1, 
for example. Assuming dΣ = λ1, the Eq. (2-26) yield:  and 01 =x
( ) ( )22222 −+− λλλλ 02321231 =xx .As , this implies 032 == xx321 λλλ ≥≥ , which is 
impossible because nΣ has a unit norm. 
If λ1 ≠ λ3,  and  can be expressed by using Eq. (2-26) and the 
constraint that nΣ is the vector wi
21 , xx 3x
th the unit norm: 
⎪⎪
⎪ −=
2
3
2
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
−
±==
−
−=
2
3
2
1
2
312
2
3
2
1
2
2
2
1
11
1,0
λλ
εε
λλ
λλε
x
x
   
The final number of solutions depends on the sign of dΣ. However, there is no 
prior Σ
the physical interpretation of the results. The detai
Section 2.5.  
2.3 Zhang’s Homography Deco
Motion Parameters Estimation 
e Zhang’s [33] homography decomposition method 
for 3D motion parameters estimation, by which the closed-form
for recovering the rotation matrix R, normalized translation vector t0 and the normal 
vect
t with H0 as defined in Eq. (2-15), because H0 can be obtained easily by 
many methods. H0 and H (as defined in Eq. (2-13)) are related by an unknown scalar 
factor φ 
33
λλεx
                         (2-28) 
i knowledge about the sign of d , in total eight solutions will be obtained when 
the singular values are distinct, four solutions will be obtained when two singular 
values are equal, and an indetermination will be obtained when the three are equal. 
But among these eight solutions to the problem, only two are possible by considering 
ls will be explained in the next 
 
mposition Method for 3D 
In this section, I will introduc
 solutions are obtained 
or n of the planar object on the position before the 3D motion from H0. 
I will star
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( )
⎥⎦
⎤⎡ +−+==⋅ ttPRI cδ  .                (2-29) ⎢⎣ d nRHH 0
Define the following: 
( )
d
ct
def tPRIRt +−=0                            (2-30) 
                                     (2-32) 
Now there is: 
  
And by multiplying the transpose of Eq. (2-33) and itself, Eq. (2-34) will be obtained: 
                      (2-34) 
Now it is necessary to find the analytical form of the three eigenvalues and their 
corresponding eigenvectors. For the general situati
and n are not in the same direction. By the definitions of the eigenvalues and 
rs, It is clear that λ2 = 1 is one of solutions of the eigen equation Eq. (2-35): 
00
00
2
tt
t
k
δ
nnntntI
IHH
λ
λ
asy to determine the eigenvector for λ2 = 1 as: 
0,00
2 >⋅= kk tt                       (2-31) 
0tn ⋅=
def
m
)( 00
tntIRHH +==⋅δ                       (2-33) 
tttt k nnntntIHH 20000
2 +++=δ
on, it is possible to assume that t0 
eigenvecto
⎩⎨
⎧
=+++−
=−
0)1(
0
2 t                      (2-35) 
It is e
ntv ×= 02                              (2-36) 
Since δ2H0tH0 is symmetric, as indicated in Eq. (2-34), the other two eigenvectors 
v2. It follows that the other two eigenvectors 
can be assumed to be of the form: 
must be on the plane perpendicular to 
ntv ba                           (2-37) , += 031
Thus, from the relation of the eigenvalue and eigenvector, the next equation must 
be satisfied: 
t
+++++++=
+
             (2-38) 
)(
)()(
)(
03,1
222
0
000
2
nt
nt
ntHH
ba
bbmbkakamkbama
baδ
def += λ
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Here, λ1, 3 are the two corresponding eigenvalues of v . From Eq. (2-38), two 
equations can be obtained: 
+++=
++=
bmbkakamkb
bamaa
222
3,1
3,1
λ
λ
                       (2-39) 
With the assumption that λ1, 3, a and b are unknown, k and m are known, the 
solu
1, 3
⎩⎨
⎧
+b
tions of Eq. (2-39) can be obtained. In summary, the general situation is described 
as follows (m ≠ -1):  
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪
⎧
+++−
+++= )1(21
21 mkk
mkmλ
⎨
++−−
+++=
)1(4
(21
)1(4
23 mkk
mkmλ
and 
)1                       (2-40) 
⎪⎪⎩
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⎧ +++−=v1 2
)1(42 mkk
⎨
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++−−=
++
ntv
nt
0
0
)1(2
)1(4
)1(
2
3 mk
mkk
mk                       (2-41) 
= 2λ k
            (2-42) 
and 
If m = -1, 
⎩⎨ = 03
1
λ                    
⎧
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧ 1
=
+=
03
021
tv
ntv
k                           (2-43) 
It is easy to verify that 0=⋅ vv . 31
To simplify the mathematical expressions, the following parameters will be 
defined: 
⎪⎪⎩ +
++−−=
)1(2
)1(42
mk
mkkdefθ
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
+
+++−=
)1(2
(42
mk
mkkdefϕ
                     (2-44) 
following: 
)1
Now the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in case m ≠ -1 can be rewritten as 
22 
⎩
⎧
+⋅=
+⋅=
ntv
ntv
0
0
θ
ϕ
3
1                           (2-45) ⎨
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧ ++= 11 mλ
++= 113
1
mθλ
ϕ                           (2-46) 
ained eigenvalues, it is possible to examine the 
various cases for the three eigenvalues. By the definitions of k and m in Eq. (2-31) and 
Eq. (2-32), it is obvious that the following tw
        (2-47) 
Based on the solutions of the obt
o constraints are always valid: 
pk ≥2                     
pk ≥                            (2-48) 
Because δ2H0tH0 is a real symmetric m
Ther
atrix, it always has real eigenvalues. 
efore, a third constraint is: 
( ) 014 ≥++ pk                       (2-492 ) 
which means that 1
4
2
−−≥ kp . 
ts, it can be shown that Based on the above three constrain
121 =≥ λλ                           (2-50) 
where equality holds if and only if p = -2, k = 2 or p = -1, k = 1; and 
123 =≤ λλ                           (2-51) 
and equality holds if and only if p = k. 
Note that those conditions that make the above constraints become equalities 
te the assumption that t0 and n are not aligned. Therefore, in the general case that 
the two vectors are not aligned, a strict inequality can be obtained: 
viola
321 1 λλλ >=>         
The following discussion gives an analytical closed-form solution for the 
H0 matrix in the general case.  
Until now, the analytical form of the three eigenva
                (2-52) 
decomposition of the 
lues and eigenvectors of the 
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matrix HtH have been obtained. In another way, it is possible to obtain their 
numerical forms by the using SVD of the H0. Assuming that three singular values of 
H0 are , then their corresponding eigenvectors are ±v1*, ±v2*, ±v3*.  '3
'
2
'
1 ρρρ >>
Since 
122 == λ'δρ                             (2-53) 
the scalar factor can be determined as 
'ρ
δ
2
1=                             (2-54) 
 other two singular values of H, ρ1 and ρ3, can be obtained as and the
'δρρ 11 =                           (2-55) 
'δρρ 33 =                           (2-56) 
By using the relationship between the singular values and the eigenvalues of the 
same matrix ( ), two equations from Eq. (2-40
                          (2-57) 
Solving these two equations, there are: 
                       (2-58) 
 defining: 
2ρλ = ) can be obtained as following: 
⎩⎨
⎧
=
=
2
33
2
11
ρλ
ρλ
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⎧
−=
−=
131
31
ρρm
ρρk
Now by
( ) ( )
1222
1
++=
+⋅+⋅==
mk
t
def
ϕϕ
ϕϕμ ntntv 00                 (2-59) 
and 
( ) ( )
1222 ++= mk θθ
Thus, 
3 +⋅== t
def θθσ ntv 00                 (2-60) +⋅ nt
μ
ϕ nt
v
vv +⋅==± 0
1
1
1                   (2-61) 
*
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and 
σ
θ nt
v
vv +⋅==± 0
3
3*
3                   (2-62) 
By solving the four sets of the equations above, finally the next four solutions 
can be acquired: 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
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−
⋅−⋅=
θμϕσ
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σμ 31
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vv
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−= θϕ
13n
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13
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0
vvn
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(2-66) 
Eq. (2-63), Eq. (2-64), Eq. (2-65) and Eq. (2-66) are the decomposition solutions 
of the homography matrix H0. It is easily to obtain the rotation matrix R by estimating 
the results of the translation vector t0 and the plane normal vector n in the traditional 
way: 
                      (2-67) 
As there are four sets of t0 and n respectively, four estimated Rs will be realized 
finally.  
Because Zhang’s method is more advanced than Faugeras and Lustman’s, and 
the computer cost is lower than the latter, my research mainly focuses on Zhang’s 
1
00 )(
−+= tδ ntIHR
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meth
 cameras perspective projection model. Therefore, another total 
new 
Coordinate on the Object 
od. However, the estimated translation vector t0 is just the normalized translation 
vector which is defined by Eq. (2-30). In order to obtain the real translation vector t in 
the moving object perspective projection model, the coordinate of rotation center Pc 
which is the geometry center on the object before the 3D motion is necessary. The 
common method proposed in the Zhang’s paper [33], are suitable to the situation 
which is under the two
method will be proposed to estimate the coordinate of rotation center Pc in the 
next section. 
 
2.4 Iterative Method to Estimate the Real Rotation Center 
 
o (camera)
Z B1 Z ′
o2
A1
a1b1
o1
X ′
b1'
a1'
Π1
Ω1
Image Plane
f
X
 
Fig. 3 Geometry relationship of object plane (Π1) and virtual plane (Ω1) 
 
Ω2
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Under the perspective projection model of the moving object, the coordinate of 
the rotation center (the average coordinate of the all feature points in 3D space) is a 
key factor to estimate the real translation vector t from the normalized translation 
vector t0. As a result, the exact coordinates on the image of the rotation center 
projected from the front pose on different direction are necessary to improve the 
estimation accuracy.  
In this section, a kind of iterative method will be introduced, which are used in 
my research, to estimate the real rotation center image coordinate. 
First, I assume that there is a virtual plane Ω1, which has the same rotation center 
with the object plane Π1, which is before 3D motion. Meanwhile, Ω1 is perpendicular 
to the optical axis from the camera.  
Fig. 3 illustrates the geometry relationship between Π1 and Ω1. {A1, B1} is 
feature points of the virtual plane Ω1. X axis is parallel to the image plane. Those 
projecte e 
feature points on both object plane and virtual plane respectively. Z’ axis is the 
direction from the origin (camera) pointing  the rotation center in the 3D space. I 
make
d feature points on the image plane, {a1, b1}, are the projected points of th
to
 it the optical axis.  
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Za1
b1
 (
X
o1
o camera)
f
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Wit
image co
line poin nter and the image plane does not coincide with the 
average o
As 
(A1B1) which is perpendicular to oo1. Meanwhile, this plane intersects the image 
plane on the line which passes through the rotation center. Therefore, the procedure to 
get the p
Fig. 4 Iteration method to estimate the projected point of the rotation center 
 
 
h the feature points coordinated on the image, it is necessary to estimate the 
ordinate of the rotation center o1, because the intersection point between the 
ting to the object ce
f projected feature points. 
the illustration shown in Fig. 3, it is obvious that there is only one plane 
rojected rotation center is like bellow: 
 
[Estimation algorithm for the rotation center on the image plane] 
(1) The initial value o1 of the projected point of the rotation center is assumed as 
the average coordinate of the projected feature points {a1, b1} on the image 
plane.  
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j(2) The direction vector oo  from the camera o to the current projected point oj 
of the rotation center can be known. Here, j (=1, 2,..) is the index of 
iteration. 
joo(3) The plane (aj’bj’) which is perpendicular to the direction vector  and 
passes through oj is created by Eq.(2-68). 
0)( =⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅+⋅+⋅ ccc ZCYBXAZCYBXA             (2-68) 
Here, (Xc, Yc, Zc)t is the coordinate of the current projected point of the 
rotation center; (A, B, C)t is the direction vector joo  from the camera o to 
the current projected point of the rotation center o .  
(4) By using the vectors from the camera o to the projected the feature points  
{a
j
j j
j j j
j
e distance between these two points is 
less than 10-6 pixel. 
1, b1}, the intersection points {aj’, bj’} between these vectors and the plane 
(a ’b ’) obtained in step 3 can be calculated. 
(5) The average point o ’ of the intersection points {a ’, b ’} can be calculated. 
Note that the average point is not on the image plane. 
(6) If the center point o ’ of the intersection points is very close to the current 
projected point oj of the rotation center, the iteration finishes. The stop 
condition in this iteration is when th
Otherwise, a new direction vector 'joo  from the camera o to this center 
point oj’ is calculated, and it is possible to obtain the intersection point oj+1 
between direction vector 'joo  and image plane. Make oj+1 as a new 
projected point of the rotation center, and go back to step 2.    
 
By the algorithm above, the image coordinate of rotation center o  ca2 n be 
obtained. Although, the proposed method is a kind of iterative method, the experiment 
proves that this algorithm can converge to the real solution very fast. Therefore, it is 
possible to estimate the rotation center coordinate on the image accurately and quickly. 
The detail about the experiments result will be described in Chapter 5. 
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By estimating the coordinate of rotation center on the image, it is possible to 
obtain the 3D space coordinate 
d
cP  of the rotation center without the depth. Then by 
the inverse operation of Eq. (2-30), the real translation vector 
d
t  without the depth 
as: 
( )
dd
cPRIRtt −−= 0                          (2-69) 
Therefore, under the moving object perspective projection model, the analytical 
closed-form solution of the 3D motion parameters (3D rotation matrix R, real 3D 
translation vector t and the normal vector n of the object plane on the position before 
3D motion) can be obtained by homography decomposition method proposed by 
Zhang in 1990s [33]. The computation cost is extremely controlled than the non-linear 
methods, such as Gauss-Newton method. Comparing to the homography 
decomposition method proposed by Faugeras, Zhang’s method is more flexible. It is 
very simple to modify the algorithm to fit the different perspective projection models. 
Although various situations were discussed in Zhang’s paper to make the method 
more
common situation which is discuss
 
2.5 
s will be obtained in estimating 3D motion parameters by homography 
 
 accurate and more comprehensive, my research will mainly be focused on the 
ed above.  
Solution Ambiguity Problem of 3D Motion Parameters 
Estimation by Homography Decomposition 
By the methods which are introduced in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, numerical 
solution
decomposition. By Faugeras’ method, 8 sets of solutions will be obtained, Eq. (2-28), 
and By Zhang’s method, 4 sets of solutions are inevitable, Eqs. (2-63) to (2-66). 
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n1 n3
n2
n4
Π1
Pi
CAMERA
 
before the 3D motion 
 
Because every set of estimated solution must contain the three 3D motion 
parameters: R, t
Fig. 5 Possible positions of the four estimated normal vectors of object plane Π1  
in this paper, it 0 and n. Therefore, when “the solution” is mentioned 
only means the normal vector n of Π1. 
Considering Zhang’s method, the four estimated normal vectors of object plane 
Π1 before the 3D motion will displaced as illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 illustrates one of 
possible situations of these four estimated normal vectors.  As shown in Fig. 5, n1 
and n2 are on a straight line and in the opposite directions. So are n3 and n4.  
atisfy the general constraint of (which means the feature 
plane should be in front
to (2-66) in Section 2.3 can be easily removed, i.e. only those two solutions for which 
Recalling that the solution should be “real” in the sense that all feature points 
{ }iP  should s 0>it Pn  
 of the camera), two of the four sets of solutions in Eq.s (2-63) 
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t0 an
One question that remains is whet
 uniqu  a priori 
knowledge, the only recourse is to check the s 
of the cheirality constraint [39] with respect to the refe heck whether 
In
t). 
between 
d n take the same signs under the constraint that 0>it Pn  can be remained. 
Therefore, it is possible to obtain the two real solutions to the homography 
decomposition.  
her or not these two solutions can be 
distinguished so that the “true” solution can be ely identified. With any
distribution of the two solutions in term
rence plane, i.e. c
or not the two solutions are on the same side of the plane.  
 the absence of a priori information to guide the choice, Faugeras proposed 
three kinds of ways to proceed [32]: 
z Look at a second plane (add a reference plane). 
z Use a third image (increase a view poin
z Use known geometric relationships tokens in the plane, for 
example that two lines are orthogonal (increase the necessary information) 
In the first two cases, two pairs ( )ba nn ,  and ( )ba ',' nn  of solutions are 
obtained, and then it is necessary to find a compatible pair ( )ji ', nn , i.e. find a 
comm
g at two planes from two positions. In general, there is only 
one c
e 
clear
he ambiguous 
solution problem [38]. 
on plane equation by looking at a single plane from three points, or find a 
common motion by lookin
ompatible pair, and the problem therefore has a unique solution. 
In the third case, it is possible to set two pairs of corresponding lines between 
two images, given by their equations. Let R1 and R2 the two estimated rotation matrix 
for the solution. The direction of the reconstructed lines for a rotation R can b
ed. If we know the angle between these two vectors, checking this angle for R1 
and R2 will, in general, give the right solution. 
In a word, Faugeras intended to increase the information to determine the unique 
real solution. 
Another way, Zhang proposed his theoretical argument on t
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The necessary and sufficient condition for the case that the two solutions lie on 
opposite sides of the reference plane [39] (i.e. the camera center goes to the other side 
of the reference plane after 3D motion) is: 
10 −<⋅nt                              (2-70) 
Given Eqs. (2-63) to (2-66), for both solutions 2,1=i , it can be shown that: 
mii =⋅nt0                             (2-71) 
which again is consistent with the definition in Eq. (2-32). This result means that if 
, the solution straddle the reference plane; otherwise, both solution are on the 
same side of the reference plane. Consequently, the two solutions are intrinsically in 
1−<m
distinguishable. Therefore, this ambiguity of the two solutions cannot be resolved if 
there is no further a priori information available. 
 It is worth nothing that if the condition 10 −<⋅ ii nt  is valid, then this is the 
case that for both solutions, the object crosses the reference plane after 3D motion. 
This case is possible if and only if the reference plane is “transparent”, i.e. all the 
features on this plane can be viewed from both sides of it. In this case the 
homography mapping is still valid, and thus, the recovered solutions are also valid. 
In a word, Zhang had proved that the ambiguous estimated solutions are 
inevitable by his theory.  
In summary, the other two cannot be distinguished without any other a priori 
constraints. Therefore, when we estimate the 3D motion parameters from only two 
pieces of images, we will always obtain ambiguous solutions by the method of 
homography decomposition. This is the famous “Solution Ambiguity Problem”.  
The inevitability of the ambiguity problem to estimate solutions has been widely 
accepted for nearly 30 years. It is considered to be one of the basic properties and 
mathematical defects in homography decomposition, even today [12, 13, 15, 37]. 
Many researchers are focus on the researched to propose the suitable constraint 
conditions by which the ambiguous solution can be uniquely obtained. 
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How biguity 
problem vitable; 
even on
estimate the 3D motion parameters by hom graphy matrix. The details will be 
discu
ever, my research is focus on the intrinsic reason of the solution am
. I found that the ambiguity problem to estimate solutions is not ine
ly two pieces of images are available and no more extra information to 
o
ssed in the next chapters. 
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Chapter 3   Two Dependences of Solution 
Ambiguity by Homography Decomposition 
ion and a kind of theoretical proof was 
demo
eigenvector m H: ',',',' 00 , he 
 
Even though the solution ambiguity problem seems inevitable, some researchers 
have suggested the possibility of a unique solut
nstrated by Longuet-Higgins in the 1980s [40].
Longuet-Higgins derived the proof of the unique solution under two important 
assumptions: 1,100 == Pntt tt . Meanwhile, by rotating some vectors with 
t tttt ====atrix V of H pVpPVPtVtnVn
obtained:  
( ) ( )',0,'',',0,'' 31310 nntt == nt                 (3-1) 
Because the real solution should always be in front of the camera, the feature 
points on the images should also be in front of the camera, 0>pn t . Taking into 
consideration the rotation by V and Eq. (3-1), the general reality constraint can be 
expressed as 
0'''' 31 >+ zx pnpn                        (3-2) 
Because the sign (+ or -) of n1’ and n3’ cannot be determined, there are four 
kinds of possible combinations. However, if '''' 31 zx pnpn >  for all the feature points, 
reversing the sign of n3’pz’ will not violate the reality constraint in Eq. (3-2); however, 
reversing the sign of n1’px’ will. Alternatively, if '''' 31 zx pnpn < , reversing the sign 
of n ’p ’ will not violate the reality constraint in Eq. (3-2); however, reversing the sign1 x  
3 z
possible that a unique solution will be obtained. (For details, refer to Longuet-Higgins 
of n ’p ’ will. In either case, an ambiguous solution will occur; otherwise a unique 
solution will be obtained. 
Therefore, the solution ambiguity problem will occur, if and only if 
'''' 31 zx pnpn −  has the same sign for all the visible feature points. Otherwise, it is 
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[40].)  
As the conclusion, Longuet-Higgins claimed: 
solution 
obtained by homography decomposition, this property of homography decomposition 
adequate because the whole procedure 
in
le
Another way, Faugeras [32] had also mentioned the unique solution in estimating the 
jection model. However, he just described that was the interesting 
property. Not any further description or the theoretical proof was available in his 
earches on this topic. 
Longuet-Higgins [40] a
had 
lution ambiguity problem has been considered the basic 
property of the homography decomposition in estimating the 3D motion parameters. 
only
“The uniqueness of the interpretation, for the case in which some of the visible points 
are nearer to O and others nearer to O’, corresponds to the uniqueness of the 
interpretation of the optic flow field of a planar region part of which lies ‘ahead’ and 
part ‘astern’ relative to the observer’s motion.”
Although Longuet-Higgins proposed one kind of possibility for a unique 
was not accurately described. The proof was in
 proving it involved two assumptions. The inadequacy of Longuet-Higgins’ proof 
d it lack of reliability. 
3D motion parameters by the homography decomposition. It was very similar to what 
Longuet-Higgins proposed before, but more clearly described under the two cameras 
perspective pro
paper. 
During more than 30 years until now, there are quite rare res
nd Faugeras [32] are the only two we can find nowadays who 
noticed the avoidability of the solution ambiguity problem in estimating 3D 
motion parameters by homography decomposition. And either of these two research 
were not able to proposed the sufficiently theoretical proof and the completely 
description. As a result, the so
In my research, I focus on this traditional misunderstanding. Meanwhile, I will not 
 propose more complete and accurate descriptions of the properties of the solution 
ambiguity problem in homography decomposition, but also verify each theory I 
propose by using a different method from that by Loguet-Higgins, which is under 
more common constraints. As a result, I intent to create a more theoretical and more 
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comp
n parameters, or to 
obtain the homography matrix is quite limited. Under this condition, the solution 
ambiguity problem will absolutely inevitable by the general knowledge on the 
homography decomposition method in estimating the 3D motion parameters. 
 
lete description on the property of homography decomposition method in 
estimating 3D motion parameters. 
First of all, in my research, I set the condition to a very extreme situation as the 
premise, which the useful information to estimate the 3D motio
[Premise: Condition setting in my research] 
Only two pieces of images are available to estimate the 3D motion parameters. 
There is absolutely not any other extra information or constraints can be used. 
 
Even under this condition, solution ambiguity problem on homography 
me the topic 
of this chapter. 
 
3.1 Dependence on 3D Motion Parameters of Solution 
Ambiguity by Homography Decomposition 
This section describes one of the properties of solution ambiguity obtained with 
homography decomposition in estimating the 3D motion parameters when the object 
featu
3.1.1 Dependence on 3D Motion Parameters and its Theoretical Proof 
when the object feature region size is fixed, but also presents a new strictly theoretical 
proof, which is under a more common constraint than that in Longuet-Higgins’ work 
decomposition shows two kinds of dependences. These dependences beco
re region size is fixed. Meanwhile, I will geometrically and theoretically prove 
what I propose in this section.
 
In this section, I will not only propose a kind of dependence of the solution 
ambiguity in estimating the 3D motion parameters by homography decomposition 
[40].  
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By substituting the first and the thir
 four normal 
vecto
d singular values (ρ1, ρ3) into the expressions 
of estimated normal vector n of the of initial feature plane Π1, i.e. object plane which 
is on the position before the 3D motion, as in the Eqs. (2-63) to (2-66),
r n expressions with ρ1 and ρ3 will be obtained as following: 
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Considering the relation between eigenvalues and singular values ( , it is 
3
2
ii ρλ = )
possible to substitute λ1 and λ3 into Eq. (3-3), and it can be rewritten into 
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Even though only two pieces of image are available to estimate the 3D motion 
parameters, there still one fact can be used as the constraint to
⎪
⎪
⎪
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+
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λ
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            (3-4)
 eliminate the false 
decomposition solutions. The only constraint wh
solution from the four candidates in Eq. (3-4) obtained with Zhang and Hanson's 
It means that
sible to describe this fact 
by th
⎪⎪
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−
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ich can be used to distinguish the real 
method [33] is the fact:  
The solution should be “real” in the sense.  all of the feature points 
on the object plane should be in front of the camera. It is pos
e algebraic expression as: to all feature points { }iP , the real estimated normal 
vector n should satisfy the ge ral constrne aint  
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>it Pn 0                                (3-5) 
This fact is the constraint of “solution re
nner product between nj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) and Pi (i is the index of 
the feature points) needs to be calculated. As a result, can be expressed as  
ality”, and it is the only constraint can be 
used under the extreme situation to estimate the 3D motion parameters.  
Therefore, the i
i
t
j Pn
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The number of the normal vector n which can satisfies the constraint  for 
mogr
, if the linear estimation has a unique solution, there will 
be only one candidate n that satisfies 
        (3-6) 
0>⋅nPi
all the feature points, will be the number of the solution to the ho aphy 
decomposition method. Thus
0>⋅nPi  for all the feature poin
he next conditions from the real 3D motion model. From 
Fig. 2, it is obvious that th
camera O and the corresponding feature points before and after 3D motion, i.e. the 
amera or far from the camera: 
 .         
The 
does not changed during the 3D motion, i.e. , will not be discussed 
resents extremely special circumstances. 
The homography mapping between Π1 and Π2 can be represented as 
 
ts. 
To determine whether the inner product between Pi and nj is positive or negative, 
it is necessary to consider t
ere are two kinds of situations for the distances between 
feature point becomes near to the c
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ <
>
QQPP
QQPP
tt
tt
                (3-7) 
situation that the distance between camera O and the corresponding feature point 
tt =
here, because it rep
QQPP
ii HPQ =                                 (3-8) 
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Also, H can be decomposed by SVD,  
                              (
bine Eq. (3-8) and Eq. (3-9), as a result, the distance between Qi and O, QitQi, 
can be expressed as 
tVUH Σ= . 3-9) 
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Considering that for the middle eigenvalue of matrix H H is equal to 1, i.e. 
11
2
1
33
λλλ
λλλ
λλλ
ρρρ
++=
++=
++=
++=
⎠⎝⎠⎝
t 12 =λ , Eq. 
(3-10) can be rewritten into 
211 iiiii       (3-11) 
Here, v1, v2 ponent vectors of right singular vector matrix V, and λ 
is the eigenvalue of HtH.  
Another way, because V is the orthogonal matrix, 
222 )()()( tttt PvPvPvQQ λλ ++=           33
and v3 are the com
iP , i.e. Pi
tPi, does not 
change, even if Pi is rotated by V, 
iii
PvPvPv
)(V)P(VP tttt
++=
=                 (3-12) 
Recalling the two kinds of situations for the distances between camera O and the 
corresponding feature points before and after 3D motion, which has been discussed 
abov
iPP
2
3
2
2
2
1 )()()( i
t
i
t
i
t
e, by substituting Eq. (3-11) and Eq. (3-12) into Eq. (3-7), two more constraints 
can be obtained:  
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               (3-14) 
From Eq. (3-13) and Eq. (3-14), it will be possible to clarify whether the inner 
product between Pi and nj is positive or negative, by sub
any root sign of Eq. (3-6).  
However, without any other constraints or the prior knowledge, the sign (+ or -) 
of v3tPi and v1tPi can be arbitrarily combined, i.e. v3tPi and v1tPi can both be positive, 
and v1tPi is negative, or 
t tPi signs. 
Therefore, to each feature point P, there will be four possible combinations of sign for 
v1tP, v3tP, as summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Possible combination of signs for v1tP and v3tP 
       vitP 
Case v1
tP v3tP 
QQP tt > 　　
or 
2
11
2
33
2
33
2
11
2
3
2
1
))(1())(1(
)()()()(
PvPv
PvPvPvPv
QQPP
tt
tttt
tt
−<−
+<+
<
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λλ
　
stituting v3tPi and v1tPi into 
or they also can both be negative, or v3tPi is positive 
otherwise. There are total four kinds of combinations of v3 Pi and v1
Ⅰ + + 
Ⅱ + - 
Ⅲ - + 
Ⅳ - - 
 
By using Eq. (3-13) or Eq. (3-14), it is possible to determine the sign of 
ossible case (Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ). As a result, there are totally eight kinds of 
situations. All of the possible situations will be discussed case by case following. 
 
i
t
j Pn  
for each p
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First, when Eq. (3-13) will be the constraint: 
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Therefore, the four signs of in this situation will be i
t
j Pn  ( )+−−+ ,,, . And two 
normal vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n1 and n4. 
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our signs of in this sit on will be 
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l vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n2 and n3. 
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Therefore, the four signs of in this situation will be 
               (3-17) 
i
t
j Pn  ( )+−−+ ,,, . And two 
normal vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n1 and n4. 
Case Ⅳ: 
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Therefore, the four signs of in this situation will be i
t
j Pn  ( )−++− ,,, . And two 
normal vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n2 and n3. 
Second, when Eq. (3-14) will be the constraint: 
t 2: 
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Therefore, the four signs of Pn in this situation will be ij  
t ( )−+−+ ,,, . And two 
norm l vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n1 and n3. 
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Therefore, the four signs of Pn in this situation will be ij  
t ( )−+−+ ,,, . And two 
ormal vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n1 and n3. 
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Therefore, the four signs of in this situation will be 
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j Pn  ( )+−+− ,,, . And two 
normal vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n2 and n4. 
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j Pn  in this situation will be 
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1
3
3λ
P
P
3
1
( )+−+− ,,, . And two 
normal vectors are the candidates of the final estimation solution: n2 and n4. 
 
Finally, it is possible to determine the sign of njtPi for each possible case (Ⅰ, Ⅱ, 
Ⅲ, and Ⅳ), as listed in Table 2. That is, there are four cases for tt > , and four QQPP
cases for . If the signs of for all the corresponding feature points 
are positive, nj is one of the solutions. 
 
QQPP tt < itj Pn  
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Table 2 Signs of 
 Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ 
Pn ti  
QQPP tt >  
Pn t1  + - + - 
Pn t2  - + - + 
Pn t3  - + - + 
Pn + - + - t4  
QQPP tt <  
Pn t1  + + - - 
Pn t2  - - + + 
Pn t3  + + - - 
Pn t4  - - + + 
 
By using Table 2, the sign of Eq. (3-6) for all possible situations are qu
a glance. However, considering the reality of the 3D movement of a rigid object, all of 
the eight cases above (in Table 2) cannot be arbitrarily combined in a real 3D 
sically, during 3D
ite clear at 
movement. Some other constraints are necessary. 
Ba  movement of a rigid object, the distance between any two 
feature points on the same feature plane does not change. This property can be 
expressed as  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( jitjijitji
j
)
ji
QQQQPPPP −−=−−
≠ )(
            (3-23) 
Considering the homography relation between Pi and Qi, Eq. (3-8), Q =
the SVD of homography matrix H, Eq. (3-9), , the right-hand side of Eq. 
iji QQPP −=−
iP , and i H
tVUH Σ=
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(3-23) can be rewritten as  
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λ
Another way, because right singular vector matrix V is the orthogonal matrix, the 
norm
( ) ( )22 tttt
t
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t
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PvvPvPv
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−+−=
Σ−Σ
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(3-24) 
 of ( )ji PP −  does not change before and after Pi and Pj is rotated by V. 
q. (3-23) can be rewritten as  
( ) ( )
( it
ji
t
ji
PV
PPPP
−=
−−
Therefore, the left-hand side of E
)PvPvPvPvPvPv
PVPVPV
−+−+−=
−                   (3-25) 
Substituting Eq. (3-24) and Eq. (3-25) into Eq. (3-23), it is possible to obta
constraint for corresponding feature points, which must always be satisfied in real 3D 
movement by a rigid object: 
) ( )
( ) ( ) ( 233222211 jtitjtitjtit
j
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j
t
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Eq. (3-26) is the cons
t idering Eq. (3-13), 2( tt
established, v3tPi and v3tPj must not have different signs (no matter whether v1tPi and 
v1tPj have different signs or not). Because 
1
2
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traint of  “rigid object 3D movement reality”. 
If iiiii QQPP >∀ , , cons 1133 ))(1())(1 PvPv −>− λλ . In 
order to satisfy the “rigid object 3D movement reality”, i.e. make Eq. (3-26) 
tt PvPv 2 11 λλ −=−−
t 2
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∴
2
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To e l q. (3-26), there shoustab ish E ld be 
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )jtitjtit PvPvPvPv 33311 12 λ−−>                (3-28) 1 12 λ −−
Considering Eq. (3-28), if v3tPi and v3tPj have the different signs, 
( )( )( )jtit PvPv 33312 λ−−  tive, th of Eq. (3-26) will always larger 
than the left side, whatever ( )
will be posi e right side 
( )( )jtit PvPv 111 12 −− λ  is. Therefore, “v3tPi and v3tPj have 
the same signs” is a necessary condition to establish Eq. (3-26) for 
ii∀ ,
i QQ<
()1( Pt −<− λ . In order h Eq. (3-26), v1tPi and v1tPj 
3 i 3 j signs or 
not). Because 
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To establish Eq. (3-26), there should be 
λ
λλ
 (3-29) 
λλ
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )jtit PvPv 33312 λ−−<                (3-30) jtit PvPv 111 12 λ −−
Considering Eq. (3-30), if v1tPi and v1tPj have the different signs, 
( )( )( )jtit PvPv 111 12 −− λ  will be positive, the left side of Eq. (3-26) will always larger 
atever than the right side, wh ( )( )( )jtit PvPv 33312 λ−−
 necessary condition
 is. Therefore, “v1tPi and v1tPj 
have the same signs” is a  to establish Eq. (3-26) for 
. 
Recalling Table 1 and considering what has been discussed above, it is obvious 
 For , only Ⅰand Ⅲ (or Ⅱ and Ⅳ) in Table 1 will occur 
i
t
ii
t
ii QQPP <∀ ,
that: 
i
t
ii
t
ii QQPP >∀ ,z
simultaneously. 
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z For , only Ⅰand Ⅱ (or Ⅲ and Ⅳ) in Table 1 will occur 
simultaneously. 
On the other hand, it is possible to group the feature points based on the two distance 
Q . No matter how many feature 
points there are, if they are grouped two by two, they will always belong to one of the 
(1) Both of two points satisfy ;  
(2) Both of two points satisfy ; 
).  
Now let discuss the actual estimated solutions case by case, based on Table 2. 
i
t
ii
t
ii QQPP <∀ ,
relations of Eq. (3-7), i
t
ii
t
i QQPP >  and iti QPP < iti
three kinds of possibilities below: 
QQPP tt >
QQPP tt <
(3) i
t
ii
t
i QQPP >  and jtjjtj QQPP <  (i ≠ j
 
Possibility (1): Both of two points satisfy 
Note: Only Ⅰand Ⅲ (or Ⅱ and Ⅳ
situation. 
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In this case, n1 and n4 are the estima
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In this case, n1 and n4 are the estima
 
QQPP tt >  
) in Table 1 will occur simultaneously in this 
(1) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅰ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅰ 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎨ ×⇒<< 22 0,0 PnPn tt j
t
i
t⎪
⎧
ted solutions. 
(2) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅰ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅲ 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎨ ×⇒<< 22 0,0 PnPn tt j
t
i
t⎪
⎧
ted solutions. 
(3) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅲ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅰ 
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In this case, n1 and n4 are the estima
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In this d n4 are the estimated solutions. 
(5) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅱ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅱ 
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In this case, n2 and n3 are the estimated solutions. 
(6) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅱ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅳ 
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In this case, n2 and n3 are the estimated solutions. 
(7) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅳ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅱ 
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In this case, n2 and n3 are the estimated solutions. 
ted solutions. 
(4) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅲ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅲ 
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⎪
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 (8) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅳ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅳ 
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In this case, n2 and n3 are the estimated solutions. 
⎪⎩ ×⇒<< 0,0 44 jtit PnPn
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Possibility (2): Both of two points satisfy 
Note: Only Ⅰand Ⅱ (or Ⅲ and Ⅳ
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In this case, n1 and n3 are the estima
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In this case, n1 and n3 are the estima
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In this case, n1 and n3 are the estima
 
QQPP tt <  
) in Table 1 will occur simultaneously in this 
(1) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅰ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅰ 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎨ ×⇒<< 0,0 22 tt j
t
i
t PnPn⎪
⎧
ted solutions. 
(2) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅰ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅱ 
⎪⎪⎩
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t
i
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⎧
ted solutions. 
(3) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅱ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅰ 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎨ ×⇒<< 0,0 22 tt j
t
i
t PnPn⎪
⎧
ted solutions. 
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(4) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅱ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅱ 
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In this case, n  and n  are the estimated solutions. 
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In this case, n nd n3 are the estimated solutions. 
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In this case, n1 and n3 are the estimated solutions. 
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In this case, n1 and n3 are the estimated solutions. 
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In this case, n1 and n3 are the estimated solutions. 
 
As a conclusion, Table 3 summarizes the solutions to all combinations for 
ossibility (1) or (2) which are discussed above. Cases Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ on the 
ertical axes a  in Table 1. N ctors nj that represent the 
 
Table 3 Solutions to possibility (1) or (2) 
(1) 
p
horizontal and v re listed ormal ve
solutions to all combinations, can be determined by combining two of the eight cases 
in Table 2.  
QQPP tt >  
Pi Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Pj
Ⅰ n1, n4  n1, n4  
Ⅱ  n2, n3  n2, n3
Ⅲ n1, n4  n1, n4  
Ⅳ  n2, n3  n2, n3
(2 QQPP tt <  ) 
Ⅰ n1, n3 n1, n3   
Ⅱ n1, n3 n1, n3   
Ⅲ   n2, n4 n2, n4
Ⅳ   n2, n4 n2, n4
 
The blank cells in Table 3 mean no solution. Based on the reality constraint of rigid 
object 3D motion discussed above, these combinations will not occur in real 3D 
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motion. Thus, they can be ignored. The others obtain ambiguous solutions. Therefore, 
if all the feature points belong to 
inevitable. 
possibility (1) or (2), solution ambiguity will be 
 
Possibility (3):  and  (i ≠ j). 
nt reality” is not available in this situation, so Pi 
and Pj can be arbitrarily combined of all four cases in Table 1.  
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(2) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅰ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅱ 
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d solutions. 
 
(3) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅰ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅲ 
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d solutions. 
 
(4) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅰ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅳ 
i
t
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t
i QQPP > jtjjtj QQPP <
Note: the “rigid object 3D moveme
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In this case, only n1 are the estimate
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In this case, only n4 are the estimate
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In this case, only n4 are the estimate
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In this case, only n3 are the estimate
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In this case, only n3 are the estimate
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In this case, only n2 are the estimate
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In this case, only n2 are the estimated solutions. 
d solutions. 
(5) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅱ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅰ 
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(10) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅲ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅱ
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 solutions. 
 
(11) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅲ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅲ
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(12) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅲ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅳ
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In th
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is case, only n4 are the estimated solutions. 
 
(13) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅳ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅰ 
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In this case, only n3 are the estimated solutions. 
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In this case, only n3 are the estima s. 
 
(15) Pi  ∈ Ca ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅲ
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In this case, only n  are the estimated solutions. 
 
As a conclusion, Table 4 summarizes the solutions to possibility (3). Cases Ⅰ, 
for possibility (3) will obtain a unique solution. 
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In this case, only n
⎪
2 are the estimated solutions. 
 
(16) Pi  ∈ Case Ⅳ,  Pj  ∈ Case Ⅳ 
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⎪
2
Ⅱ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ for the horizontal axis are possible under the condition of QQPP > , 
and Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ for the vertical axis are possible cases under the condition of 
QQPP tt < . They are all listed in Table 1. As a result, all the possible combinations 
tt
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Table 4 Solutions to possibility (3) 
tt QQP >  
tt
Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ 
iiiiP
jjj QQPP <  
Ⅳ 
j
Ⅰ n n n1 n31 3
Ⅱ n1 n3 n1 n3
Ⅲ n4 n2 n4 n2
Ⅳ n4 n2 n4 n2
 
By using Tables le 4, it is po ine solutio to all 
com f possibilities (1), (2), and (3). From Table 3, it is possible to know that 
if all distances from the r (camera) to the feature points before 3D motion 
are closer (possibility 1) or further (possibility 2) than those after 3D motion, the 
ambiguous solutions are inevitable. Therefore, it 
in
kinds of solutions which are obtained from Tables 3 and 4. As a 
result, Table 5 summarizes all possible case combinations including possibilities (1), 
ultaneously. 
 may occur in the same real 3D motion in possibility (2). Therefore, 
in possibility (3), all combinations of {Ⅰ, Ⅲ} for  and {Ⅰ, Ⅱ} for 
3 nd Taba  ssible to determ ns 
binations o
 optical cente
is necessary to discuss the situations, 
 which  not all distances from the optical center (camera) to the feature points 
before 3D motion are closer (or further) than those after 3D motion. That means 
possibilities (1), (2), and (3) will occur simultaneously. Thus, it is necessary to 
intersect the three 
(2), and (3) sim
For example, from the rigid object 3D motion reality constraint in Eq. (3-26), It 
is clear that: in possibility (1), only Ⅰand Ⅲ may occur in the same real 3D motion; 
and only Ⅰand Ⅱ
i
t
ii
t
i QQPP >
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j
t
jj
t
j QQPP <  will be possible. That is, when Ⅰ for itiiti QQPP >  and Ⅰ for 
j
t
jj
t
j QQPP <  occur, only n  can be obtained as summ ble 4. Referring to arized in Ta1
Tables 3 and 4, the intersection of three possibilities is operated as 
 { } { } { } { }113141 ,, nnnnnn =II .                 (3-63) 
 
Table 5 Intersections of three possibilities 
Possibility (1) Possibility (2) Possibility (3) Final Solution 
{Ⅰ, Ⅱ}: 
n , n n
{Ⅰ, Ⅲ}×{Ⅰ, Ⅱ}: n1
1 3 1
{Ⅰ, Ⅲ}: 
n n
4
, 1 4
{Ⅰ, Ⅲ}×{Ⅲ, Ⅳ}: 
n
{Ⅲ, Ⅳ}: 
n n, n2 4 4
{Ⅰ, Ⅱ}: 
n , n
{Ⅱ
n3 3
, Ⅳ}×{Ⅰ, Ⅱ}: n
1 3
{Ⅱ, Ⅳ}: 
n , n2 3
{Ⅲ, Ⅳ}: {Ⅱ, Ⅳ}×{Ⅲ, Ⅳ}: nn2, n4 n2 2
(note: “×” means all combinations
 
 on the solutions to all possible common conditions, it is obvious that only 
ure points contain 
possibility (3). Therefore, this property of the solution ambiguity problem is described 
as Dependence 1: 
 
) 
Based
one solution can be obtained when the relations between the feat
Dependence 1 
“If not all the distances between the feature points and the camera become closer after 
3D motion, the solution ambiguity problem obtained by homography decomposition 
will be avoided.” 
 
 Because Dependence 1 is about property of the solution ambiguity problem in 
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estimating 3D motion parameters by homography decomposition when one rigid 
object is moving in the space, the feature region on the object will be fixed during the 
3D movement. Therefore, Dependence 1 is defined as “Dependence on 3D Motion 
Parameters” for the solution ambiguity problem in estimating 3D motion parameters 
by homography decomposition, when the feature region size is fixed. 
 
3.1.2 Geometrical Proof of Dependence on 3D Motion Parameters 
In this section, I will geometrical prove the Dependence 1 which is proposed in 
last section. 
Considering the homography mapping which is illustrated in Fig. 2, if Pi 
indicates the feature point of a planar object before the 3D movement, and Qi 
indicates that after 3D movement, 3D motion can be expressed by (assuming the 
object is rotated by R first, and then it is translated by t): 
tRPQ += ii                          (3-64) 
Here, i is the index of the feature points.  
As a result, the square of the distance between Qi and the optical center is 
( ) ( )
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The difference in distance between corresponding feature points is 
                    (3-66) 
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(b) 3D motion 2 
 
Fig. 6 Possible perspective projection of one object with two kinds of 3D motion  
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It is necessary to guarantee Dependence 1 is one criterion of obtaining a unique 
ography decomposition. Thus
feature points in Eq. (3-66). T
solution by hom , at least one pair of corresponding 
feature points has a different sign in all the herefore, the 
cons
i
traint condition on distance in Dependence 1 has been changed into the constraint 
condition on angle β  between vector t and vector tQ −i2 . If there is at least one β  is i
large
itrary 3
otions such those as in Fig. 6 (a) cannot satisfy 
Depe
r than 90°, and the others are not, the unique solution will be obtained.  
Fig. 6 illustrates possible perspective projection geometry of one object with two 
kinds of 3D motion. There is only one static camera O acting as the viewpoint. Two 
3D feature planes, Π1 and Π2, are the same planar objects before and after 3D motion. 
P  is an arb D feature point on plane Π , and Qi 1 i is the corresponding feature 
point on plane Π2.  
In Fig. 6 (a), it is obvious that m
ndence 1, because 
⎩⎨
⎧
< 22 OQP
.                (3-67) ⇒>−⇒°<
<⇒>−⇒°<
222
11111
090
090
OPPQQ
OQOPPPQQ
tt
tt
β
β
 1, because 
However, if the object moves by another set of 3D motion parameters, it is 
possible to obtain the configuration in Fig. 6 (b). This situation makes it much more 
possible to satisfy Dependence
⎩⎨
⎧
>⇒<−⇒°>
<⇒>−⇒°<
22222
1 .                (3-68) 1111
090
090
OQOPPPQQ
OQOPPPQQ
tt
tt
β
β
an be conditionally obtained. The 
“Dep
Thus, the solution ambiguity problem can be avoided in these kinds of situations. 
Therefore, solution ambiguity to a size fixed object (a feature region) depends on 
3D motion parameters. A unique solution c
endence on 3D Motion Parameters” for solution ambiguity has been proved 
geometrically. 
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3.2 Dependence on Object Size of Solution Ambiguity by 
Homography Decomposition 
In this section, I will discus another property of the solution ambiguity problem 
by homography decomposition, when the feature region size is not fixed. Meanwhile 
the geometry proof will also be available in this section. 
Fig. 5 in Section 2.5 outlines one of various possible situations for these four 
estimated normal vectors by taking Eq. (3-3), or Eq. (3-4) into consideration.  As 
seen in Fig. 5, n1 and n2 are on a straight line and in opposite directions. So are n3 and 
n4 If the ambiguity problem in homography matrix decomposition occurs under 
constraint , one of the possibly remaining normal vectors will be n1 or n2, 
and the other will be n3 or n4. Furthermore, the true estimated result must be one of 
these two remaining normal vectors. 
From the general algebraic expr raphy matrix 
. 
0>⋅nP
ession of homog
d
ttnRH += ,                        (3-69) 
 it is obvious that H is only affected by 3D motion parameters (rotation matrix R, 
translation vector t, normal vector n of initial object plane Π1, and distance d between 
object plane and camera), i.e. 
 ( )df ,,, ntRH = .                  (3-70) 
Therefore, size of the feature region will not affect the homography matrix at all. 
Once the 3D motion parameters are fixed, altering the size of the feature region will 
not change homography matrix H.  
Thus, if the ambiguous solutions are obtained in estimating 3D motion 
parameters by homography decomposition, the geometric angle between the two 
estimated normal vectors, which are the remaining ambiguous solutions, does not 
change. In a word, if the 3D motion parameters are fixed, the homography matrix will 
be fixed, and the angle between the a ated normal vectors of the initial 
obj
mbiguous estim
ect plane Π1 will be fixed, too.  
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Fig. 7 Geometric positions of initial feature plane and estimated normal vectors 
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 and PFig. 7 illustrates two kinds of possible geometric relations for nj i (i=1, 2). 
There is only one static camera O acting as the viewpoint. The 3D feature plane, Π1, 
is the position of the object before 3D motion. P  is an arbitrary 3Di  feature point on 
plane
Because one of these two remaining estimated normal vectors should be the true 
arked as ntrue in Fig. 7 (a) and (b); the other will be a false solution, so 
false can be eliminated by  
to all of the feature points; meanwhile, n  will remain by  
 Π1.  
solution, it is m
it is marked as nfalse in Fig. 7 (a) and (b).  Meanwhile, the angles between nture and 
nfalse in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) are the same, because of the assumption that the 3D motion 
parameters in these two Figures are not changed. 
Obtaining a unique solution means that n 0>⋅ falsei nP  
0>⋅ truei nP  ture  to all of 
least one of inner products between nfalse and Pi 
shou
truetrueAngle
Angle
PnPn
n
⎪⎫>
⎭>⇒<
0
090),(
(
11
12           (3-71) 
ture false
use 
          (3-72) 
the feature points. That means, at 
ld be negative which has a different sign from the others, and all of inner 
products between ntrue and Pi should be positive.  
From Fig. 7 (a), it is obvious that the solution ambiguity problem will occur, 
because 
t
truet
t
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Both of n  and n  will be obtained as the real estimated normal vector by 
homography decomposition. 
However, under the same 3D motion parameters, if the feature region is enlarged 
as in Fig. 7 (b), the unique solution can be obtained, beca
falsefalse
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nfalse will be eliminated since the angle between nfalse and P1 is larger than 90°, 
while that between nfalse and P2 is smaller than 90°. Finally, only nture will be obtained 
as the real estimated normal vector by homography decomposition. 
This property of the solution ambiguity problem is described as Dependence 2: 
 
Dependence 2 
“To a set of fixed 3D motion parameters, if the size of the feature region (object) is 
large enough, or the range of the 3D movement is relatively small compared to the 
size of the feature region (object), the solution ambiguity problem obtained by 
homography decomposition will be avoided.” 
 
Actually, Dependence 2 can also be proved under the theory of Dependence 1 which 
is proposed in last section. 
To obtain the unique solution, it is necessary to guarantee Dependence 1 is 
satisfied. Thus, at least one pair of corresponding feature points has a different sign in 
all the feature points in Eq. (3-66). Therefore, the constraint condition on distance in 
Dependence 1 has been changed into the constraint condition on angle βi between 
vector t and vector  If there is at least one βi is larger than 90°, and the 
others are not, the unique solution will be obtained. 
ig. 8 illustrates possible perspective projection geometry of one set of 3D motion 
parameters with two kinds of feature region sizes. There is only one static camera O 
acting as the viewpoint. Two 3D feature planes, Π1 and Π2, are the same planar 
objects before and after 3D motion. Pi is an arbitrary 3D feature point on plane Π1, 
and Qi is the corresponding feature point on plane Π2.  
It is obvious that motions such those as in Fig. 8 (a) cannot satisfy Dependence 1, 
because 
tQ −i2 .
F
⎩⎨ <⇒>−⇒°< 22222 090 OQOPPPQQ ttβ
.                (3-67)
⎧ <⇒>−⇒°< 11111 090 OQOPPPQQ ttβ  
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(b) Object 2 
 
Fig. 8 Possible perspective projection of an object (the same position, but different 
size)  
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T  
8 (a). 
However, if the feature re D motion parameters are kept 
unchanged, the geometrical relations among the feature points in Fig. 8(a) will be 
chan
herefore, the ambiguous solutions will be obtained in the situation as shown in Fig.
gion is enlarged and the 3
ged, as shown in Fig. 8 (b). This situation makes it much more possible to satisfy 
Dependence 1, because 
⎩
⎧
>⇒<−⇒°>
<⇒>−⇒°<
22222
11111
090
090
OQOPPPQQ
OQOPPPQQ
tt
tt
β
β
.                (3-68) 
Therefore, the unique solution will be obtained in the situation as shown in Fig. 8 (6). 
Based on the theory of Dependence 1, Dependence 2 has also been proved 
geometrically. The latter geometrical proof of Dependence 2 does not only 
verification the reliability of Dependence 2, but also reveals 
⎨
the mutual relationship. 
prove that the solution ambiguity problem in 
estim
Therefore, based on what has been discussed above, to a set of fixed 3D motion 
parameters, solution ambiguity by homography decomposition depends on the object 
size. A unique solution can still be conditionally obtained. This property is defined as 
“Dependence on Object Size” of solution ambiguity. 
In this chapter, I do not only 
ating the 3D motion parameters by homography decomposition is not inevitable. 
It depends on two kinds of factors: (1) when the object size is fixed, it depends on 
changing the 3D motion parameters; (2) when the 3D motion parameters are fixed, it 
depends on changing the size of the object. I define them as “Dependence on 3D 
Motion Parameters” and “Dependence on Object Size” of solution ambiguity 
respectively. Meanwhile, the strict theoretical and geometrical proofs are operated in 
this chapter, too.   
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Chapter 4   Constraint Condition for Homography 
 
In last chapter, I proposed “Dependenc
Decomposition 
e on 3D Motion Parameters” and 
“Dependence on Object Size” of solution ambiguity in estimating 3D motion 
parameters by homography decomposition. However, the two dependences just reveal 
the fact that the solution ambiguity problem is not inevitable, and they show a trend in 
which the ambiguous solution in estimating 3D motion parameters by homography 
decomposition will be more possible eliminated. Thus, it does not mean that the 
unique solution can be obtained definitely with only two pieces of image to estimate 
the 3D motion parameters by homography decomposition.  
s a result, the extra constraint condition is still necessary in the applications. 
Even though there has been quite a few constraint conditions proposed until now, such 
as th ormation among the time series frames, the information from the extra view 
point, and so on, I will proposed another kinds of constraint condition which is still 
based on only two pieces of images. 
ost of the previous researches were focus on only one plane. As a result, the 
solution ambiguity problem occurs easily by only two pieces of image. However, 
considering that most of the approximate shapes of the objects are easily to be known 
(such as a cube, anes must be a 
kind of strong constraint for the shape reconstruction or the 3D motion parameters 
estim
A
e inf
M
 a tetrahedron and so on), the angle between two pl
ation. Therefore, I propose the “Two Planes Constraint” to resolve the solution 
ambiguity problem in estimating 3D motion parameters by homography 
decomposition with only two pieces of images. 
Fig. 9 illustrates the geometrical relationship of the 3D motion by two linked 
plane  and Πs. There is only one static camera O acting as the viewpoint.Π11 12 are the 
two linked planes, and the angle between these two planes, Π  and Π11 12, is θ. Π11 is 
projected on the image plane as π , and Π11 12 is projected on the image plane as π12. In 
my research, Π  and Π11 12 are rotated and translated in 3D space respectively by the 
69 
 moved to the poison of Πsame 3D motion parameters. After the 3D movement, Π11 21, 
Π12 moved to the poison of Π22. Note that the angle two linked planes 
will not be changed during the 3D movement. Thus, the angle between these two 
planes, Π
 between the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
e decomposed respectively. If the 
solution ambiguity problem occurs in both decompositio
H lly four estim
Π11 and Π12. The two sets of the ambiguous estimated normal vectors for the two 
Image Plane
Z
21 and Π22, is still θ. Meanwhile, Π21 is projected on the image plane as π21, 
and Π22 is projected on the image plane as π22. 
 
Fig. 9 Geometry of 3D motion by two linked planes 
 
In my research, one homography matrix, H1, will be obtained by the 
corresponding feature points on π11 and π21, and the other homography matrix, H2, 
will be obtained by the corresponding feature points on π12 and π22. Totally, two 
homography matrices will be calculated in my research.  
Then, these two homography matrices will b
ns of the two homography 
matrices, H1and 2, tota ated normal vectors of the initial object plane, 
f
O X
Π12Π11
Π21
Π22
θ 
θ 
π11 π12 π22π21
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linked planes can combined into four possible situations. Comparing the angle 
between the two estimated normal vectors, n  and n  ( 2,12,1 == ji , n  stands for the i j i
, and ntwo estimated normal vectors of Π11 j stands for the two estimated normal 
vectors of Π12.), and he angle θ bett ween these two planes, the angle between the two 
real 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10 Combination of ambiguous solutions from linked two planes 
 
Fig. 10 illustrates the geometrical relation of the solution ambiguity problem 
occurs in both decompositions of the two homography matrices, H1and H2, for the 
two linked planes. (ntrue1 and nfalse1 are the ambiguous solutions of Π11, and ntrue2 and 
nfalse2 are the ambiguous solutions of Π12. Actually, it is not clear which is the real 
estimated normal vector or which is the fake estimated one for either of two planes.) 
By combining these two set of ambiguous solutions, four kinds of combinations of the 
estimated normal vectors will be obtained finally: 
estimated normal vectors will be the supplementary angle of θ, according to the 
invariance of the angle between two linked planes. 
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},{},{ 2211 falsetruefalsetrue nnnn ×                  (4-1) 
Then the angle φi ) between the two estimated normal vectors of any  ( 4,3,2,11=
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com
    η＝|φi－（180°-θ）|                     (4-2) 
The combination which can make Eq. (4-2) to obtain the minimum evaluation value 
η, i
r than 0.3‰. It is too rare to conceal the fact that the information 
of tw
binations can be calculated. The evaluation value η can be calculated as 
s considered the combination of both two real estimated normal vectors for the 
two linked planes, Π  and Π11 12.   
The constraint condition of two linked planes performs very strong and effective 
filtration to the outliers during the simulation experiment which is based on a quite 
huge database. Even though the combination which contains the false estimated 
normal vectors can obtain the minimum valuation value η occasionally, this 
probability is smalle
o linked planes is a kind of effective constraint condition to the solution 
ambiguity problem in estimating 3D motion parameters by homography 
decomposition with only two pieces of image. 
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Chapter 5   Simulation Experiment and Results 
 
In my research, lots of work has been done to reveal the truth on the linear 3D 
motion parameters estimation method, against to the misunderstanding for a long 
history. Therefore, the main purpose of my research is not to propose a kind of new 
approach to estimate 3D motion parameters more accurately by lower cost. In my 
research, I mainly intent to propose a re complete description of the existing 
homography decomposition method in estimating 3D motion parameters by only two 
pieces of images.  
Therefore, the experiments are set to test whether my theories are correct, but not 
to test how the proposed approach performs, such as the accuracy, the speed, the 
robustness to the noisy and so on. As a result, all testaments are operated by the 
simulation experiments. Although the noise affect has been ignored, and the real data 
are lack n 
the huge database are s. 
In this chapter, I will discuss the simu tion experiments by three themes: the 
conv
 
5.1 The Convergence of the Iterative Rotation Center 
 mo
 to be tested, the results from the simulation experiments which are based o
 sufficient to prove correctness of my theorie
la
ergence of the iterative rotation center estimating method; the two dependences 
of solution ambiguity problem in estimating 3D motion parameters by homography 
decomposition method; the constraint of two linked planes. 
Estimating Method 
 To test the convergence of the iterative rotation center estimating method which 
is proposed in Section 2.4, the experiments is set to simulate the situation which a 
planar object is rotated on an arbitrary spot in the 3D space. In this way, all kinds of 
possible situations of the initial object plane Π1 can be simulated.  
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Fig. 11 Geometry relationship of simulation experiment convergence of the 
iterative rotation center estimating method 
 
Fig. 11 illustrates the geometrical relationship of this simulation experiments. 
There is only one static camera O acting as the viewpoint. To decide the object 
position in the 3D space ’ axis manually. 
All of the candidates of angle θar . 
Then
1
1 1
1
Π’1
1
θ 
Π
Ω1
π
Ω2
 
, I first set the angle θ between Z axis and Z
e }30,20,10,0,10,20,30{ ooooooo −−−
 I point an arbitrary poison on Z’ axis in the space as the rotation center O2 of the 
object, i.e. the geometry center of the feature center. Then I set the 2D coordinate of 
the four feature points to decide the shape and the size of the feature region. The size 
and the shape of the feature region will not be changed during the whole simulation 
experiment. In my research I set them as (-200, -160), (200, -160), (-140, 160), and 
(140, 160). The unit is millimeter. Based on the rotation center O2 which I have 
already set, the space position of Π  can be determined, as the black solid line in Fig. 
11. Then Π  is projected onto the image plane, and the image π  can be obtained, as 
 and Ωthe green solid line in Fig. 11. Ω1 2 are the virtual planes which were mentioned 
in Section 2.4. Then it is possible to estimate the coordinate of real rotation center O1 
by the iterative method which are proposed in Section 2.4.  
position ’ ’
steps above will be repeated. On each candida
simul hen the average of value for each simulation 
will be the final result for that position. Finally, the results are shown in Fig. 12. 
 
Fig. 12 Distance Convergence for Iteration  
 
 Fig. 12, the horizontal axis represents the index of the iteration; the vertical 
axis represents j and the 
average coordinate oj’ of the feature points in the 3D space. The parameter shows the 
angle
affec
After one time estimating simulation is successful, Π1 will be rotated to another 
Π , as the black dotted line in Fig. 11. By the new Π1 1, the new estimation 
te position of the Z’ axis, the estimating 
ation will be repeated ten times. T
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In
 the distance between the rotation center on the image plane o
 θ between Z axis and Z’ axis. Each curve in Fig. 12 shows that the distance 
converges to zero rapidly even when the initial distance is big. Eventually, all the 
iteration for different angle can be finished in 5 iterations. The results show that my 
rotation center estimating method is really convergent and low cost, even though it is 
a kind of iterative method. As are result, it is clear that the computing cost will not be 
t very much to estimate the real rotation center and the real translation vector t 
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during estimation of the 3D motion parameter by homography decomposition, by the 
iterative rotation center estimating method proposed in Section 2.4.  
 
5.2 The Two Dependences of Solution Ambiguity Problem in 
Estimating 3D Motion Parameters by Homography 
Decomposition Method 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Z
 
 
Fig. 13 Geometric relations in simulation for one object plane
 
tion, the experiments will be operated to simulate the all of the 
possible 3D moveme on parameters 
will be estimated by homography decomposition method. Thus, hundred thousands of 
simu
Image Plane
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this sec
nts in the space. For each simulation the 3D moti
lation data constructed a very huge database for my testing experiments. 
Therefore, it is possible to believe that the experiments results are reliable enough.  
I will introduce the setting for my simulation experiment. Fig. 12 illustrates the 
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geometric relations in my simulation experiments. First, I assume an initial position of 
feature plane Π0, which is on the Image Plane, and the optical axis passes through the 
rotation center (geometry center) of Π0. It is then transformed by one kind of 3D 
movement (R , t ) to position Π , where observed image π  can be obtained by 
projection. Π  is simultaneously transformed by another kind of 3D movement (R , 
t
1 1 1 1
0 2
Image Plane, π1 and π2, 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 14 A simulation image for the 3D movement 
 
Fig. 14 illustrates the situation of the example of the simulated image, in which I 
f image for 
conv
p
p 4
p 2
p 3
q 3
q 2
q
q 4
2) to position Π2, where observed image π  can also be obtained. P2 i is the arbitrary 
3D feature point on the plane Π , and Q1 i is the corresponding feature point on plane 
Π2. p  and q  are the two corresponding feature vectors on the i i
The purpose of the simulation experiments was to estimate the 3D motion 
parameters from Π  to Π  (R1 2 12, t12) using information only from two images π  and π1 2 
(p  and qi i) by the homography matrix decomposition algorithm. According to the 
estimated results, estimated rotation matrix 12Rˆ  is exactly the same as rotation 
matrix R12 between Π  and Π1 2. However, because depth information on the object is 
unknown, estimated translation vector 12tˆ  is proportional to translation vector t12 
from Π  to Π1 2. 
 1
 1
show the feature region before and after the 3D movement in one piece o
 p  p  penience. The quadrangle “p ” of blue solid line represents the feature 1 2 3 4
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region which consists of the feature points projected from the object plane before the 
3D movement; the quadrangle “q  q  q  q ” of red dotted line represents the feature 
region which consists of the feature points projected from the object plane after the 
o 
decompose the homography matrix, which is obtained by p  and q  
1 2 3 4
3D movement. The black dotted lines show the horizontal and vertical middle lines of 
the image in order to express the image center. The simulation experiment is t
( )4,3,2,1=ii i , in 
order to estimated the 3D motion parameter in th
Two kinds of shapes for the feature region ents: the first 
was a symm nd was an asymmetrical quadrangle. 
Because at least four pairs rresponding feature po  are needed to obtain the 
homography matrix between two images, four corner points of the feature region are 
be used in the simulation experiments. The simulation data setting must guarantee that 
the object is transformed within a range in which the front surface of the object is 
always visible before and after 3D transformation. Thus, the four feature points on Π0 
are as follows:  
 
Table 6 Feature Points 
0
etrical quadrangle 
0
of asymmetrical quadrangle 
e space. 
were used in my experim
etrical quadrangle, and the seco
of co ints
Feature point coordinates on Π  
of symm
Feature points coordinates on Π  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit: pixel 
 
Focal length f is 400 pixels. 
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The image is assumed to be 640 × 480 pixels. 
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All 12 parameters for R1, t1, R2, and t2 (three 3D rotation angles around X, Y, 
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and Z axes, respectively, γβα ,, , for each rotation matrix, R or R1 2 ; three 3D 
translation components along X, Y, and Z axes, respectively, , for ZYX ΔΔΔ ,,
each translation vector, t1 or t2.) were changed to simulate the 3D movements between 
Π1 and Π2. The parameters are setting among following range, as shown in Table7.  
 
Table 7 Parameters Changing Range Setting 
Parameter Changing Range 
3D Rotation (R1 and R2)                      (Unit: °) 
α (around X axis) -45 ~ 45 
β(around Y axis) -45 ~ 45 
ν(around Z axis) -45 ~ 45 
3D Translation (t1 and t2)                     (Unit: pixel) 
ΔX  -80 ~ 80 
ΔY -80 ~ 80 
ΔZ -80 ~ 80 
 
In total, ne ×10arly 6  of the 
feature region. 
First, the symmetry quadrangle feature region was used. The percentage of one 
n cases and two solution cases is outlined in Fig. 15 obtained by using the 
linear homography decomposition algorithm proposed by Zhang and Hanson and the 
general constraints in which all feature points should satisfy 
6 sets of simulation data could be obtained for each shape
solutio
0>⋅nP . 
he conclusion stated by Zhang and Hanson is widely accepted. Namely that, 
ever, lation experiments 
revea
tion. 
T
“…this ambiguity of the two solutions cannot be resolved if there is no further a priori 
information available…” [38]. How  the results from my simu
led that the one solution cases have a high percentage of occurrences without 
any a priori informa
The asymmetrical feature region was also tested in my research. The ratio of 
cases without the solution ambiguity problem was exactly the same as that for the 
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symmetry quadrangle feature region. Therefore, the simulation experiments result 
shown that the solution ambiguity problem is not inevitable, even though only two 
pieces of images and the solution reality constraint can be used.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
88%
12%
One Solution Cases 
Two Solutions Cases 
 
 
 
Fig. 15 Occurrence ratio of one solution cases and two solution cases
 
motion parameters (Depende ed in Section 3.1. I define 
parameter to indicate how many feature points satisfy Dependence 1,  
 
I then investigated the dependence of the solution ambiguity problem on 3D 
nce 1), which was mention
'/ dd  
∑
=
d PP                          (5-1) =
n
i
i
t
in 1
1
and  
∑
=
are more feature points satisfying Dependence 1, the value of  will be 
close
=
n
i
i
t
in
d
1
1' QQ                         
(5-2) 
If there '/ dd
r to 1. Otherwise, the value of '/ dd  will be farther from 1.  
Fig. 16 plots the results obtained from the simulation experiments. The 
horizontal axis is '/ dd  and the right vertical axis is the number of ambiguous 
solutions or unique solutions. The left vertical axis is the ratio of ambiguous (or 
unique) solutions in the total estimation results. The green bars indicate the number of 
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unique solutions to the different '/ dd , and the blue bars indicate the number of 
ambiguous solutions to different '/ dd . The red curve with closed triangles (▲) 
indicates the ratio of unique solutions to different '/ dd  and the purple curve with 
closed squares (■) indicates the ratio of ambiguous solutions to different '/ dd . 
 
 
 
ig. 16 Change in num
tion parameters  
From Fig. 16, the number o s reaches maximum e 
between 0.9 and 1, and almost all the estima s obtain a unique solution. Otherwise, 
the r
 changed the size of feature region Π0 
by a
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F bers of solutions due to dependence of solution ambiguity 
on 3D mo
 
unique solutionf  in the rang
te
atio of unique solution will decrease, and the ratio of the ambiguous solutions 
will increase. Therefore, the simulation results reveal that if Dependence 1 is satisfied, 
a unique solution tends to be obtained by homography decomposition. The 
correctness of “Dependence on 3D Motion Parameters” is given with the simulation 
results. 
I next investigated the dependence on object size (Dependence 2) of the solution 
ambiguity problem explained in Section 3.2. I
 scale factor, using the same 3D motion parameter settings. Scale factor is the 
parameter by which the size of the planar object in the space can be changed. The 
scale factor was not only valued from 2 to 0.25 by 0.25, but also set at 0.1 and 0.01. 
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The change in the ratios of one solution and two solution cases are given in Fig. 17, 
where the horizontal axis is the scale factor for the feature region, and the vertical axis 
is the ratio of ambiguous (or unique) solutions in the total estimated results. The curve 
rious scale factors, 
and 
ig. 17 Change in numbers of solutions due to dependence of solution ambiguity 
on object size 
As sh  nine 
times more two solutions than one solution. As the feature region size is increased, the 
curv
u
ambiguity I proposed in this paper: the “Dependence on 3D Motion Parameters” 
with closed circles (●) plots the ratio of unique solutions to the va
the curve with closed triangles (▲) plots the ratio of ambiguous solutions to 
various scale factors. 
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own in Fig. 17, when the scale factor is equal to 0.01, there are almost
e for the one solution cases rises, and the curve for the two solutions cases 
descends. Thus, if the feature region size is increased, situations without ambiguity 
will increase. In contrast, ambiguity situations will decrease. Therefore, the simulation 
results demonstrated the accuracy of “Dependence on Object Size” of sol tion 
ambiguity which are proposed in Section 3.2. 
Therefore, the huge number of simulation results not only points out that solution 
ambiguity is not inevitable, but it also coincides with the two dependences of solution 
ra
io
 
n
ot
al
 d
at
a
1 solution cases 2 solutions cases
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and the “Dependence on Object Size” of solution ambiguity problem in estimating 
3D motion parameters by homography decomposition method.  
 
5.3 Constraint Condition of Joined Two Planes 
Based on the constraint condition which is proposed in Chapter 4, I set the 
experiments to simulate the 3D movement of the two linked planes.  
 Rx x,t
 
 
 
 
 
Z
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image Plane
 
Fig. 18 Geometric relations in simulation for two linked object planes
 
 Fig. 18 illustrates the geometric relations in m  simu ents. First, I 
assume an initial position of feature plane Π
y lation experim
n Π
e Π02 is set, which is linking to Π01. By 
rotating Π termine the angle θ Π Π
1
01, which is on the Image Plane, and the 
optical axis passes through the rotation center (geometry ce ter) of 01. Then on one 
side of Π01, the initial position of another plan
02 it is possible to de  between 01 and 02. And the 
angle θ will not be changed during the whole simulation experiments. Π01 and Π02 are 
then transformed by one kind of 3D movement (R1, t1) to positions Π11 and Π 2 
f
O X
R
t2
1,
R2,
t1
Π
θ 
θ 
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Π21
Π11
Π22
θ 
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π π π π11 12 21 22
Π02
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 and πrespectively, where observed images π11 12 can be obtained by projection. Π01 
and Π02 are simultaneously transformed by another kind of 3D movement (R , t2 2) to 
positions Π21 and Π22 respectively, where observed images π21 and π22 can be 
obtained by projection. One homography matrix, H1, will be obtained by the 
corresponding feature points on π  and π11 21, and the other homography matrix, H2, 
will be obtained by the corresponding feature points on π12 and π22. Totally, two 
hom
{π , π } and {π , π } by the homography matrix decomposition algorithm. If the 
solution ambiguity problem occurs, the constraint condition of two linked planes will 
st guarantee that the object 
is transformed within a range in which the front surface of the object is always visible 
before and after 3D transformation. Thus, the four feature point coordinates on Π01 
are: (-200, -160), (200, -160), (-140, 160), and (140, 160). The four feature point 
coordinates on Π02 are set by rotation and translation result of Π01. The units of the 
coordinates are pixels. Focal length f is 400 pixels. The image is assumed to be 640 × 
480 pixels. 
 the simulation experiments, four kinds of the angle θ between Π01 and Π02 are 
tested: 150° (the angle between the normal vectors of Π01 and Π02 is 30°); 135° 
(the angle between the normal vectors of Π01 and Π02 is 45°); 120° (the angle 
between the normal vectors of Π01 and Π02 is 60°); 90° (the angle between the 
norm l vectors of Π01 and Π02 is 90°). Finally, because the exact same results are 
obtained, only the situation which the angle 
discussed in this paper,
All 12 parameters for R1, t1, R2, and t2 three 3D rotation angles around X, Y, 
and 
ography matrices will be calculated in my research.  
The purpose of the simulation experiments is to estimate the 3D motion 
parameters from {Π , Π11 12} to {Π21, Π22} respectively (Rx, t ) using information from x
11 12 21 22
be used to obtain the unique estimated solution. 
As the same as the feature point setting in last section, the four corner points of 
the feature region are used. The simulation data setting mu
In
a
θ between Π  and Π01 02 is 135°will be 
 as a typical example. 
 (
or RZ axes, respectively, for each rotation matrix, R1 2; three 3D translation 
components along X, Y, and Z axes, respectively, for each translation vector, t1 or t2.) 
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were changed to simulate the 3D movements between Π1i and Π2i (i = 1, 2). The 
rotation angles changed from -45° to 45°, and the translation parameters changed 
from -100 pixels to 100 pixels, to guarantee the projected feature region would remain 
inside the image. In total, nearly 6×106 sets of simulation data could be obtained for 
each shape of the feature region. However, the situations, which the same side of the 
object plane can not be observed before and after the 3D motion, are ignored. 
tors can obtain the minimum valuation value η occasionally, the ratio of 
the c
 set at 0.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 19 Comparison of solution numbers by changing the feature region size 
(two planes situation and one plane situation) 
 
The change in the ratios of real estimated solution combinations for various 
object sizes are given in Fig. 19, where the horizontal axis is the scale factor for the 
  Because in my research, the combination which can make Eq. (4-2) to obtain 
the minimum evaluation value η, is considered the combination of both two real 
estimated normal vectors for the two linked planes, Π  and Π11 12, the unique solution 
is definitely obtained. However, the combination which contains the false estimated 
normal vec
ombinations is going to be tested, which are both real estimated solutions, among 
the all data. Meanwhile, the size of feature region Π0i (i = 1, 2) are changed by the 
scale factor k, using the same 3D motion parameter settings. The scale factor k was 
not only valued from 2 to 0.25 by 0.25, but also
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feature region, and th  the total estimated 
results. The dotted cur  of unique solutions 
without the two plane constraint to the various scale factors, and the dotted curve with 
close
ratio of ambiguous solutions to various scale factors, which constrained by the two 
linked planes condition. 
nstraint condition of the two linked planes is used, ratio of the unique 
real solu
Meanwhile, the ratio of the outliers is too rare to conceal the effectiveness of the 
 
In summary, the theories, the iterative method and the constraint condition which 
are proposed in this paper have been completely proved by the simulation 
experiments.  
e vertical axis is the ratio of solutions in
ve with closed diamond (♦) plots the ratio
d squares (■) plots the ratio of ambiguous solutions without the two plane 
constraint to various scale factors; the solid curve with closed triangles (▲) plots the 
From Fig. 19, it is clear that, if only one plane is available to estimate the 3D 
motion parameters by homography decomposition method, the solutions ambiguity 
problem shows the same dependence as Fig. 17: if the feature region size is increased, 
situations without ambiguity will increase; in contrast, ambiguity situations will 
decrease. 
If the co
tion will be invariant to the object size, and it is extremely near to the 100%. 
constraint which is proposed in my research.  
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Chapter 6   Conclusion 
In my research, I accomplished a d
 
eeper understanding of the solution ambiguity 
prob
ges are available. Meanwhile, a kind of constrain condition is also 
prop
tion ambiguity problem can be avoided. This 
conclusion has been geometrically and theoretically derived and this is the first time 
this dependence has been mentioned. However, because the constraint for the 
theoretical proof is more common than that in the previous work, this theory should 
be more reliable. 
Second, this paper discussed the dependence of solution ambiguity on object size 
and explained it with geometry; if the feature region is large enough, or the range of 
3D movements is relatively small compared to the size of the feature region, the 
solution ambiguity problem can be avoided by using homography decomposition. 
This is the first time this dependence has been mentioned until now.  
Third, this paper propose a kind of constraint condition of two linked planes, in 
order to guarantee the unique real estimated solution can be obtained in the 
applications. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of the constraint condition has been tested 
by the simulation experiments. The ratio of the outliers is smaller than 0.3‰. 
This paper clarified the mechanism for solution ambiguity obtained by 
homography decomposition in the estimation of 3D motion parameters. Both 
lem in the estimation of 3D motion parameters obtained by homography 
decomposition. I proposed two kinds of dependencies for solution ambiguity obtained 
by homography decomposition that have been ignored or misunderstood for quite a 
long time. What are proposed in this paper indicates the solution ambiguity problem is 
not inevitable and a unique solution can be conditionally obtained, even though only 
two pieces of ima
osed to guarantee the real unique estimated solution can be obtained in the 
applications. 
First, the paper pointed out the dependence of solution ambiguity on 3D motion 
parameters; if all distances between the feature points and the camera do not become 
closer after 3D motion, the solu
87 
dependencies on 3D motion parameters and object size have been theoretically and 
experimentally verified. Therefore ch are obtained in my simulation 
experiments should have been sufficiently accurate so that a demonstration with real 
images was not necessary in this paper. 
amb , nor proposed a new 
par
und blem obtained by homography 
dec intent to research on the 
relation between the homography decomposition method and other linear estimation 
me rameters. 
, all the results whi
In this paper, I neither proposed a new approach to solving the solution 
iguity problem obtained by homography decomposition
linear method without the solution ambiguity problem to estimate 3D motion 
ameters. I only pointed out two kinds of dependencies, based on a deeper 
erstanding of the solution ambiguity pro
decomposition.  
I would like to do further research in future work on application of homography 
omposition method based on my theories, and I also 
method, such as the factorization method, in order to find the new linear estimation 
thod for 3D motion pa
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